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1 Introduction

Monatomic hydrogen is a very aggressive chemical species, readily attacking Si–Si bonds, cre-

ating an unusual bond centred defect. It reacts especially with strained bonds in vacancies and

those surrounding transition metal impurities. From these considerations, it is clear that hydro-

gen has a great effect on centres with deep levels, as these often involve unsaturated Si atoms

or possess weak bonds. However, hydrogen can also react with itself and forms several passive

defects, for example hydrogen molecules, H∗2 defects, platelets etc. In these quiescent forms,

hydrogen lies in a reservoir, but it can be extracted during processing, by heat or radiation

treatments and resume its aggressive behaviour.

The monatomic impurity diffuses with a low activation energy, and is able to reach and

bind with other defects. The resulting complexes are often electrically inactive but this is not

always the case. The passivation of shallow impurities is well known. Less well understood is

the interaction of hydrogen with neutral impurities, extended defects, and defects with deep

levels such as vacancies and transition metal impurities. In some cases, gap levels are displaced

or introduced and the defects can give photoluminescence lines. Hydrogen also has important

catalytic effects on atomic processes, e.g., O-diffusion in Si and the growth of chemically vapour

deposited diamond. This multitude of hydrogen related phenomena has generated extensive

theoretical and experimental work. Much of this has been reviewed previously [1, 2, 3] and here

we shall concentrate on hydrogen aggregates, interstitial and vacancy hydrogen defects, and

interactions with transition metal impurities, with the discussion mainly focusing on silicon.

There are four common methods used for introducing hydrogen into semiconductors. These

are implantation, in-diffusion from the gas phase at high temperatures and pressures followed

by a quench, via a plasma, and from the surface by the use of a wet acid etch. All are used for

the study of the interactions of hydrogen with defects, but the preferred method depends on the

type of experiment to be conducted. For both Fourier transform infra-red spectroscopy (FTIR)
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and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), high-temperature in-diffusion of hydrogen gas is

particularly useful. This is because the method leads to a uniform distribution of hydrogen in

the sample. FTIR observations of localised vibrational modes (LVMs) yields structural details

of the bonding between hydrogen and silicon and EPR gives information on the symmetry of

the defect, as well as its g and hyperfine tensors. The other techniques yield inhomogeneous

distributions but they can have other advantages. The latter two methods for hydrogen intro-

duction are favoured for deep level transient spectroscopic methods (DLTS), which are used to

extract the electronic levels of defects as well as their thermal stabilities.

Proton implantation at low temperatures has been used to explore the most primitive and

least stable hydrogen defects. However, the techniques not only introduce very different hydro-

gen species but different intrinsic defects such as vacancies and interstitials. Thus these different

incorporation methods, as we shall discuss below, yield more than one type of deep level defect

which interact with hydrogen in different ways that are difficult to unravel. Moreover, it seems

to be a general rule that deep level defects can complex with more than one hydrogen atom.

For example, the vacancy can yield up to four hydrogen defects, and the interstitial two —

although only one has been detected so far. Similarly, transition metal impurities can react

with several hydrogen atoms and there is strong evidence that Pt, for example, can bind three

hydrogen atoms. All this has meant that the study of the interaction of hydrogen with deep

level defects is much less developed than with shallow dopants.

Perhaps the most important properties of the deep-level hydrogen defects are their electronic

levels. The principal technique used to determine these is DLTS. But, as there are always several

coexisting hydrogen species, each producing levels in the band gap, the task of assigning levels

to specific defects is extremely difficult. This is compounded by the difficulty that DLTS has in

identifying the chemical composition and symmetry of the defect. Nevertheless, experimental

groups have been resourceful. The developments of new techniques such as Laplace transform

capacitance spectroscopy, the application of stress to DLTS probes, advances in defect profiling,

and the correlation of DLTS with EPR and FTIR studies, has led to considerable progress.

Theoretical investigations have also played an important role.

The great explosion of interest in hydrogen in semiconductors occurred at the same time

as enormous progress in developments in computational theory. The widespread acceptance of
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ab initio theories coupled with a great increase in computer power, has meant that calculations

and predictions are now much more reliable. Thus formation energies, equilibrium defect con-

centrations, structural details, vibrational modes, diffusion energies, and hyperfine parameters

are routine products of these computational investigations and can be compared directly with

the results of experiments. The general acceptance of the chemically challenging bond centred

H species came so quickly because of these calculations and their explanation of the anomalous

muonium species first observed in silicon and diamond. However, it is not clear whether theory

will prove so useful for deep defects if their electronic levels are the prime focus. For example,

Au appears to form at least two defects with hydrogen, and Au, AuH1 and AuH2 have accep-

tor (−/0) levels 1 which differ only by 0.04 eV, while their donor levels differ by about 0.2 eV.

Ab initio methods cannot calculate these levels to this precision: there are even difficulties in

describing the band gap correctly. Thus there is a need to develop new theoretical methods,

probably involving some empirical ingredient, which can address these issues. This is a real

challenge and success is far from certain.

The plan of this review is as follows. We first briefly discuss the principle types of theoretical

methods that have been used to describe hydrogen defects. We then discuss the results of low

temperature proton implantation studies, as these have led to the most detailed information

about the most primitive hydrogen species: isolated hydrogen at a bond centred site. This is

a deep level defect which is bistable and has a negative-U , i.e. its acceptor level lies below the

donor level. It is locked in the lattice at low temperatures unable to move. Upon heating the

crystal, either it moves or vacancies move to it, for other defects are created and recognised

from their FTIR spectra. At an early stage a dimer species called H∗2 is created along with

vacancy-hydrogen defects. Around room temperature, a multitude of these defects denoted by

VnHm exist, together with the Si interstitial which is stabilised by the addition of two hydrogen

atoms. These are discussed in Sections 4, 5 and 6. At higher temperatures, it has been claimed

that molecules of hydrogen located at interstitial sites are produced but the evidence is not

convincing. There is, however, strong experimental support for their existence, but it came from

FTIR experiments carried out on material in which a different method was used to incorporate

1 We adopt the customary notation for solid state physics. The levels are labelled (i/j), where i is the charge
state of the defect when it is occupied and j when empty.
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hydrogen.

Section 7 describes hydrogen complexes produced by high temperature in-diffusion treat-

ments. Here, the dominant species in cooled specimens are hydrogen molecules. The infra-red

activity and assignments of these are currently very controversial. The molecule diffuses around

100 ◦C although it can be trapped by many other defects, for example oxygen. These obser-

vations are important as these molecules provide a reservoir for hydrogen within the lattice,

which can subsequently interfere with electrically active dopants, e.g., boron, and other defects

during anneals.

Plasma treatments probably introduce all these defects together with extended ones such

as platelets and voids. These will be discussed in Section 8.3. There is rather little detailed

information on them at present.

Section 9 deals with the interaction of hydrogen with transition metal impurities concen-

trating on Au and Pt. There has been a great deal of recent progress in understanding these

centres, and they are likely to be prototypes for many transition-metal–hydrogen defects.

There are several lattice sites within a diamond lattice which are important for a description

of defects, which we shall refer to constantly. The most important of these are illustrated in

Fig. 1. Among these are the bond centred (BC) site which is the mid-point of the bond; the

tetrahedral interstitial site, T , which lies at a
4

(
1 1 1

)
; the anti-bonding (AB) site lying between

the lattice site at (000) and the T site; the C site which is found at a
2
(100). Here a is the lattice

constant. Even if an impurity is not exactly at these sites — which often happens — we still

describe it by reference to the nearest high symmetry site.

2 Theoretical Techniques

In treating hydrogen related defects it is essential to use a method that allows atoms to move, or

relax, and permit charge to flow between atoms. This is because the energy differences between

structural configurations are very sensitive to bond lengths and the charge state of the defects.

This is illustrated very well by the hydrogen interstitial in Si which is bistable: the lattice

location of H+ is quite different from H− and in the former there is an enormous disruption to

the Si lattice emphasising the need to allow for atomic relaxation.

The two standard methods of calculating the energy and structure of a defect by solving
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Fig. 1. A schematic of a section of diamond lattice on which the Td (T ), hexagonal (H), bond-centred
(BC), C and M sites are indicated. The C site is defined as the centre of the rhombus made up from
the T site and three neighbouring lattice sites, and the M site is midway between two C a sites.

the many-body Schrödinger equation are based on Hartree-Fock (HF) and local density func-

tional (LDF) theories [4, 5]. These are not free from approximations and assumptions but they

have been found to be particularly useful for describing ground state molecular and crystalline

structures. They are both variational procedures with HF theory assuming the wavefunction

to be the variational variable whereas LDF theory, applicable only to non-degenerate ground

states, takes this to be the charge density. Whereas the wavefunction depends upon the coor-

dinates of all the electrons, the charge density is simply a function of three spatial coordinates.

In the spin-polarised version, the variational variables include the magnetisation density. Both

theories lead to single particle Schrödinger equations with the potential acting on an electron

arising from an effective field due to all the others. Thus both require a self-consistent equation

to be solved. However, there are important differences — especially in the treatment of ex-

change and correlation. HF theory ignores the latter and its inclusion via say Möller-Plesset [6]

perturbation theory is difficult. LDF theory includes an exchange-correlation term derived from

the homogeneous electron gas, but its utility in multi-atomic systems where the charge density

varies rapidly is well proven.

The exchange energy in HF theory is a four-centre integral and its evaluation requires the
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computation of O(N4) integrals, where N is the basis size. This is to be contrasted with LDF

theory whose exchange-correlation energy is an integral of a function of the electron density

n(r) and its evaluation requires O(N2M) computations, where M is the number of points

or operations involved in estimating this integral. The development of pseudopotentials [7,

8] which remove core electrons from the problem leaving only the valence electrons to be

considered, has been essential in allowing systems containing large numbers of heavy atoms to

be treated. The total electron density is composed of two parts: the core and valence densities.

The former is the sum of contributions from different atomic cores and is large near each

nucleus but falls off rapidly to zero outside the core. The valence charge density, which although

varying rapidly near the core (because of the constraints imposed by orthogonalisation), is

relatively smooth around the centres of chemical bonds. Norm-conserving pseudopotentials [9]

have pseudo-wavefunctions which agree exactly with those of the true atom outside the core.

Thus the charge density, exchange-correlation potential and Hartree potential derived from the

pseudopotential are exactly the same as those given by a full atom calculation, where all the

electrons are treated explicitly. Inside the core, the pseudopotential has a repulsive part making

the pseudo-wavefunctions smooth and nodeless and this makes it easier to represent them with a

simple basis — although the 1s-orbital of hydrogen causes problems when a basis of plane waves

is utilised. This repulsive potential is chosen so that a) the energy levels agree with the valence

levels of the atom, b) the scattering phase shifts are the same for the atom and pseudo-atom

and c) the core of the pseudo-atom contains the same charge as the true atom. These properties

make the repulsive potential dependent on the orbital angular momentum and consequently the

pseudopotential is a non-local operator. The belief is that these pseudopotentials can correctly

describe different types of bonding between atoms but there is no formal proof of this.

The nature of the exchange energy in HF theory involving, as it does, the product of four

orbital functions, some of which may be from the core, has made it more difficult to develop

reliable pseudopotentials. It is for this reason that few calculations on large systems have been

carried out and instead a multitude of approximate methods have been developed. Those with

the abbreviations CNDO and MINDO ignore integrals representing matrix elements involving

a pair of basis functions at distinct sites. Of course there is no compelling mathematical reason

for this and it is then necessary to adjust the diagonal contributions. This is done by using
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fits to an empirical data base consisting usually of equilibrium geometries, ionisation potentials

and other spectroscopic information. It is difficult to be persuaded that these methods can

consistently model hydrogen defects correctly. This is especially the case for those centres far

away from the situations found in the fitted data base, such as atomic configurations at saddle

points or where there are unusual bonding configurations. Nevertheless, there has been an

accumulation of wisdom in using these methods extending over two decades and, in the right

hands, they can yield great insight into complex defects and processes. It appears, for example,

that the geometries predicted by the method are often very good while the frequencies of local

vibrational modes are invariably overestimated, but often by a constant amount which allows

systematic scaling. Other authors [10] employ a variant of the MINDO/3 scheme, namely a

cyclic-cluster scheme, in which the wavefunction is forced to be periodic within the cluster. The

method seems to give surprisingly good formation and migration energies.

Nowadays, however, the emphasis is on using ab initio or, more correctly, non-empirical

methods. Here there is no recourse to any experimental data base and their chief deficiencies

lie as follows:

1. Their simplistic treatment of exchange-correlation;

2. The incompleteness of the basis sets used to represent the wave function or charge density;

3. The size of the cluster or supercell;

4. The difficulty in assessing whether the relaxation procedure has produced a global or local

energy minimum (i.e. one corresponding to a metastable structure);

5. The convergence of the difference in the energy of the stable and saddle-point structures

for the determination of migration energies;

6. The accurate location of donor and acceptor levels which control the charge states of the

diffusing species.

In practice, it seems that the methods can yield excellent structures, fair vibrational modes,

but the errors in defect energies are much greater. These can sometime be improved if gradient

corrections are used. Electrical levels cannot easily be calculated and we describe in Section 9

an empirical correction which has proved useful.

For HF itself the method of PRDDO (partial retention of diatomic overlap), developed by

Halgren and Lipscomb [11], has given useful results in a number of problems involving H in
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Si [2]. Here one is judicious in the neglect of basis functions products by requiring the basis

functions to be orthogonal. Only the four centre integrals involving distinct sites are neglected.

In this way no parameters are necessary and the method seems efficient at giving sensible bond

lengths. There are difficulties for saddle point energies — invariably too large (an effect that can

happen in any theory where a seriously incomplete basis is used) and in determining vibrational

modes.

Gaussian basis functions have been a popular choice for both CNDO and MINDO, as well

as LDF theories. Saito and Oshiyama [12] and Jones and Briddon [13] describe methods of

implementing LDF schemes using such orbitals for clusters.

In the cluster method it is necessary to terminate the cluster in such a way that the properties

of the inner part are insensitive to this surface. Most workers have used H atom saturation. The

idea here is to passivate surface dangling bonds which would otherwise draw charge from the

inner part of the cluster to the surface and interfere greatly with the properties of the defect

lying there. It is important to choose a short H-surface length as this depresses the H-bonding

states below the bulk valence band top and elevates the H-antibonding states to above the

bulk conduction band. However since the host feels a confining potential from the surface H

atoms, its valence and conduction bands are also depressed and elevated respectively, resulting

in an increased band gap. However, it seems that this band gap widening does not significantly

affect structural or vibrational properties, although it does lead to defect levels lying deeper

in the gap than observed. It is known that small H-terminated molecules have structures and

vibrational modes close to those of the bulk.

There are two ways of avoiding the use of clusters. Either one uses a Green function technique

or a supercell. Kelly and Car [14], describe a Green function approach using Gaussian orbitals

and incorporating pseudopotentials. The advantage of this method is that one treats an isolated

defect in an infinite Si lattice. The usual problem with the Green function method is the

difficulty of including the relaxation of a large number of atoms. The more atoms one relaxes,

the greater the number of elements of the Green function that are required and this makes the

method very time consuming.

Other LDF calculations [15, 16] have been carried out using plane waves and a supercell,

sometimes with the molecular dynamical method of Car and Parrinello [17, 18]. These methods
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have given reasonable formation energies of defects. Here one treats the degrees of freedom

of the electrons, namely the coefficients of the expansion of each orbital in terms of plane

waves, together with the positions of the ions as a set of generalised coordinates in analytical

dynamics. The Lagrangian for this system can then be written down together with the equations

of motion. These are solved as in the usual molecular dynamical method. The ion temperature

is then gradually reduced to enable the system to assume the lowest potential energy. This

technique allows very large numbers of plane waves to be used in the basis.

3 Interstitial Hydrogen

Theoretical work on H in Si [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 15, 25, 26, 27, 28] has shown that H+ and

H0 are attracted to the lattice locations with a high charge density such as BC sites and easily

diffuse through the lattice with a low activation energy around 0.2–0.4 eV [25]. In these sites

there is a massive distortion of the lattice with the Si–Si bond occupied by H expanding by

about 40%. On the other hand, H− is attracted to locations with low charge density such as an

AB or T site. The (0/+) energy level of HBC has been calculated to lie at ∼ Ec− 0.2 eV while

H at a T site has a mid-gap acceptor level [29, 30]. The levels of the defect are then inverted

and, as we shall see in Section 8.1, the neutral defect can only be metastable.

Van de Walle [31] has calculated the energies of several hydrogen defects. He finds that H0
BC

is higher in energy than a hydrogen molecule in the gas phase by 1.21 eV, which must then be

the dissolution energy for hydrogen in silicon.

Several groups [22, 32, 33, 26, 25, 28] have calculated the stretch frequencies of HBC in the

positive and neutral charge states, and these are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Calculated and experimental vibrational frequencies (cm−1) of the bond-centred interstitial
hydrogen defect in Si.

H0 H+ Ref.

Calc. 784 Deák et al. [22]
977 1950 Deák et al. [33, 32]
800 DeLeo et al. [26]
1945 2210 Van de Walle et al. [25]
1768 2203 Briddon and Jones [28]

Expt. 1998 Budde [34]
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Experimental information on interstitial H has come chiefly from EPR [35], channelling [36],

DLTS [29, 37, 38, 39, 40], FTIR [34] and from muon spin-polarisation [41, 19, 42]. The AA9

EPR centre attributed to bond centred hydrogen was first detected as the analogous muon

centre using muon spin spectroscopy [43, 41]. Subsequently, the same defect was detected in

low temperature proton implanted Si [35].

The AA9 centre possesses trigonal symmetry with two equivalent Si neighbours and the

good agreement between the calculated and observed hyperfine parameters [44] supports its

assignment to neutral HBC . The defect is metastable and only detected in the presence of

band gap light. The implantation generates vacancies and possibly interstitials having deep

acceptor levels leading to a Fermi-level lying below the (0/+) donor level of HBC . Thus the

centre is usually positively charged and diamagnetic. However, the capture of photo-generated

electrons leads to a paramagnetic species. The AA9 defect disappears at different temperatures

dependent on whether the annealing is carried out in the dark or in the presence of light [45].

Uniaxial stress measurement show that the activation energy for reorientation among the four

BC sites surrounding a Si atom is 0.43 eV [46] — almost the same as the barrier to long range

diffusion of H introduced into Si at high temperature [47].

Annealing studies show that the loss of the AA9 centre around ∼ 200 K is correlated with

the loss of the E3′ DLTS level, at Ec− 0.16 eV, thus demonstrating that the latter is the (0/+)

level of HBC . The signal can be recovered by injection of holes, implying that the loss is due

to a charge state change to H−, presumably located at a T site. Interestingly, Irmscher [37]

found that the number of E3′ centres roughly equals the number of protons implanted at low

temperature and thus most end up at BC sites. The same result has come from channelling [36].

The 1998 cm−1 IR absorption band detected in low temperature H implanted Si, and first

observed by Stein [48], has recently been assigned to H+
BC [34]. The annealing behaviour of the

AA9 centre, both in the dark and under illumination, follows closely that of the 1998 cm−1 IR

absorption band even though the defects are in different charge states [34]. This mode has a very

large effective charge of 3e. Unfortunately, the signal is broad (∼ 2 cm−1) and no satellite lines

due to 28Si–H–30Si combinations could be resolved whose intensities would provide irrefutable

evidence that H is attached to two equivalent Si atoms. Nevertheless, the theoretical calculations

in Table 1 are in reasonable agreement with the assignment. Curiously, no IR active modes have
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been found that could be attributed to H0 and H−, suggesting that either their effective charges

or frequencies are very low.

Annealing at ∼ 200 K leads to the disappearance of the 1998 cm−1 band due to H+
BC and the

creation of modes assigned to H∗2, V2H and VH2 defects [34]. Interestingly, no Si-interstitial–

hydrogen defects are reported. Thus most protons implanted at low temperatures form H+
BC

defects, and these evolve into H∗2, multivacancy-H centres and possibly H2 molecules during

warm up to room temperatures. This must be contrasted with the behaviour of hydrogen

introduced from the gas phase at 1200 ◦C, where H∗2 and VnHm defects are not found (see

Sections 7 and 8).

Although the properties of hydrogen in its neutral and positive charge state are reasonably

well understood, those of H− are more controversial. DLTS experiments have been carried

out on n-type Si into which H has been introduced by a plasma [29]. A mid-gap (−/0) level

has been deduced which is in agreement with theoretical estimates [29, 30]. However, these

experiments have been criticised [39]. Evidence for the (−/0) level has recently come from

muon spin resonance experiments, carried out on n-type Si [49], and which locate the (−/0)

level of Mu− at Ec − 0.56 eV.

4 The H∗2 defect

Proton implantation at low temperatures leads to the formation of H+
BC . Annealing leads to the

appearance of a new species with pronounced infrared activity. Interstitial H diffuses rapidly

around 200 K and is expected to complex with many defects including itself. Early theoret-

ical calculations in diamond suggested that a close-by donor-acceptor complex consisting of

HBC–HAB as shown in Fig. 2 was particularly stable [50]. Subsequent work indicated that such

defects were stable in silicon [51, 16] (about 0.2–0.4 eV higher in energy than H2 molecules)

and germanium [52].

4.1 Infra-Red Absorption Studies

IR absorption studies on proton implanted silicon [53] revealed four LVMs at 2062, 1838, 1599

and 817 cm−1, now assigned to H∗2. These anneal out together around 180 ◦C showing that they

arise from the same defect. Uniaxial stress measurements demonstrate that the defect has C3v
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symmetry. There are two distinct modes due to the H-D species of the defect implying that the

two H atoms in H∗2 are inequivalent. The weak line at 1599 cm−1 is an overtone of the E-mode

at 817 cm−1.

Cluster calculations [53] of the modes of the defect and their isotope shifts are consistent

with this model and reproduce the small shifts in the H-stretch modes when the second H atom

is replaced by deuterium. This implies that the distance between the H atoms, which controls

their dynamical coupling, is roughly correct and rules out earlier suggestions as to the origin of

the lines [54]. The calculated and experimental frequencies are compared in Table 2. The 2062

and 1838 cm−1 LVMs represent Si–HBC and Si–HAB stretch modes respectively. No satellite

lines due to Si isotopes have been reported. It has been suggested that H∗2 is both mobile [51],

and also unstable under illumination [55]. It is not believed to be electrically active. Van de

Walle [31] finds the dissociation energy of H∗2 into two H0
BC defects to be 1.2 eV.

H H
BCAB

Fig. 2. Schematic figure of the H∗2 defect, showing the hydrogen atoms at the near bond centre (BC)
and anti-bonding (AB) sites in the diamond lattice.

H∗2 has also been shown to exist in Ge. In a combined theoretical and experimental paper,

Budde et al. [52] found that proton implantation in germanium produced a series of IR active

lines at 765, 1499, 1774 and 1989 cm−1 with correlated intensities due to a trigonal defect. The

765 cm−1 mode was two dimensional, with an overtone at 1499 cm−1, and primarily involving
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Table 2. Calculated and measured frequencies of H∗2 in silicon (cm−1).

HBC HAB

Stretch Wag Stretch Wag Ref.

2070 220 1480 690 Chang et al. [56]
2164 612 1844 1002 Holbech et al. [53]
2062 1838 817 Experimental [53]

the stretch of the AB-hydrogen atom. The 1774 and 1989 cm−1 lines are one dimensional stretch

modes of the AB- and BC-hydrogen atoms respectively.

5 Hydrogen–vacancy and multi-vacancy defects

The interaction of hydrogen with intrinsic point defects is currently of great interest. The per-

turbation in the structure and electronic levels of lattice vacancies caused by the addition of hy-

drogen is of fundamental importance as it has implications for our understanding of Jahn-Teller

(JT) systems. Room temperature proton implantation leads, as we have discussed in Section 3,

to VnHm centres. It is easy to understand their formation through the interaction of the intrin-

sic defects created by implantation with hydrogen. However, vacancy (V) and self-interstitial

(I) clusters may also be created during growth, through a variety of processing techniques or

even during device operation. Although intrinsic defects are always present to some degree,

their abundance can, in certain circumstances, be greatly enhanced during growth. For exam-

ple, rapidly grown Si crystals tend to have a larger vacancy concentrations than slowly grown

ones. Impurity doping or contamination can also alter the vacancy concentration. Processing

stages such as ion implantation and surface treatments such as etching and contact deposi-

tion are also known to increase the abundance of intrinsic defects. Finally, devices employed

in radiation environments suffer degradation due to the creation of critical concentrations of

vacancies and interstitials. Although the monovacancy and interstitial are initially the more

abundant radiation defects, the dominant centre observed in electron irradiated high-purity

silicon at room temperature is the divacancy (V2) [57]. Annealing at higher temperatures leads

to larger vacancy aggregates such as V3 and V4 [58, 59]. Higher order aggregates like V6 are

thought to undergo extensive reconstruction and as a result can be stable defects persisting to

high temperatures [60], although this centre is yet to be identified experimentally.
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In any irradiation treatment, the primary damage must result in as many interstitials as

vacancies. However, it seems that the interstitials are much less reactive with hydrogen than

vacancies. Whereas there are many VnHm defects already characterised, e.g., VHn, n = 1, ..4,

V2H, V3H and V2H6, there is only one interstitial H defect known, namely IH2. We can speculate

that this is because the interstitial has a donor level leaving it in a positive charge state in

low temperature proton implanted material, and will not complex with the dominant H+
BC

species. Indeed, it may only be after the creation of H∗2, that IH2 can be formed in detectable

concentrations. However, whatever the true explanation, it certainly is the case that VnHm

form the dominant defects and as a result the detailed interaction of H with the vacancy and

divacancy has received considerable attention [61, 31, 62].

5.1 Vacancy-hydrogen complexes

Theoretical studies of the vacancy and divacancy centres in silicon has given rise to intense

controversy concerning the exact nature of the JT distortions involved. It is now apparent that

the high sensitivity of the ‘reconstructed bonds’ characteristic of these defects gives rise to

slow convergence of structure with calculation size. The addition of hydrogen to these centres

adds further subtleties to their treatment. Theoretical studies of the interaction of hydrogen

with intrinsic defects have thus far been restricted to monovacancy-hydrogen and interstitial-

hydrogen complexes. The first have been investigated by NDDO [63], tight-binding theory [64,

65], HF [65] and DFT [61, 66, 67].

Experimentally, VHm (m = 1, 2, 3, and 4) complexes in Si have been studied using IR-

absorption [62, 68], optical detection of magnetic resonance (ODMR) [69] and more recently

by EPR [70, 71]. The FTIR experiments reveal a set of LVMs between 2222 and 2052 cm−1

which are believed to be due to VHm complexes. The EPR studies yield the symmetry of the

defects and details of the JT activity of the various charge states. In the case of the vacancy

or divacancy where weak, elongated bonds and dangling bonds are available, the binding of H

to these sites is expected to be strongly exothermic. The dissociation energy of VH2 into V

and H2 has been calculated to be 4.0 eV [72]. Other calculations [73] show that V0
2 and V−2 also

provide active sites for H2 dissociation with associated energies of 2.5 and 2.1 eV respectively.
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5.2 VHm defects in silicon

The structure of VHm has been calculated by a variety of methods. One recent calculation [63]

predicts that VH4 consists of four H atoms lying in Si–Si bonds around the second coordination

shell leaving the vacancy region free. However, this structure is not favoured by more sophis-

ticated treatments. The most established model assigns the set of LVMs between 2222 and

2052 cm−1 to the stretch modes of Si–H bonds where the H atoms saturate the dangling bonds

of the vacancy (see Fig. 3). For the case of VH and VH2 the reconstruction of the remaining

dangling bonds occurs. There is still some debate concerning this model [74, 75, 76].

(e)(c)

(b)(a)

(d)

Fig. 3. The vacancy and vacancy-hydrogen structures in silicon. Dotted lines indicate weakly recon-
structed bonds.

Systematic FTIR and EPR investigations of the complexes of hydrogen with native defects

in silicon have provided conclusive identifications of many fundamental centres. Using isotopic

substitution and annealing techniques the FTIR signals corresponding to Si–H stretch modes

of VH, VH2, VH3, VH4 and V2H6 are assigned [34]. The assignment of two stretch modes at

2191 and 2166 cm−1 was initially made to VH3 [62, 77]. However, further annealing studies by

the same group show that the EPR signal corresponding to VH3 anneals out at ∼ 500 K, the

temperature at which the 2191 and 2166 cm−1 LVMs first appear. Moreover, these IR lines

show a greater thermal stability than those attributed to VH4. Therefore these stretch modes
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were reassigned to V2H6. Another pair of stretch modes at 2185 and 2155 cm−1 have since been

ascribed to VH3 [78].

LDA-DFT calculations [67] using 134 atom clusters on VH4 show that the defect has tetra-

hedral symmetry with four Si–H bonds of length 1.489 Å pointing towards the centre of the

defect (Fig. 3e). As a result of accommodating the H atoms the Si atoms are pushed away

from the defect centre resulting in a 67% volume increase over the ideal vacancy. A T2 stretch

mode is observed at 2222 cm−1. The calculated (quasi-harmonic approximation) frequency is

2319 cm−1. A higher, infrared inactive mode of A1 symmetry is calculated to lie at 2404 cm−1.

Calculations performed on VH3 in both the positive and neutral charge states predict a

trigonal symmetry (C3v). Neutral VH2 and VH are found to possess C2v and C1h symmetries

respectively. In both cases, a weak bond was formed between a pair of the unhydrogenated Si

atoms (Fig. 3b and 3c). The Si–H stretch modes are calculated to increase with the number

of H atoms in the vacancy [67, 32, 79]. This reflects a modest contraction of the Si–H bond

due to the repulsive H· · ·H interaction within the vacancy. This frequency shift is also observed

experimentally [62].

Table 3. Observed and calculated (quasi-harmonic) stretch frequencies (cm−1) [67].

VH4 VH3D VH2D2 VHD3 VD4

Obs. N-IR, 2222 2250, 2224, 1620 2244, 2225, 1628, 1615 2236, 1636, 1616 N-IR, 1617
Cal. 2404, 2319 2384, 2319, 1677 2364, 2319, 1690, 1663 2342, 1705, 1664 1721, 1664

VH3 VH2D VHD2 VD3

Obs. 2185, 2155
Cal. 2318, 2256 2298, 2256, 1632 2277, 1646, 1619 1661, 1619

VH2 VHD VD2

Obs. 2144, 2121 2134, 1555 1564, 1547
Cal. 2316, 2267 2292, 1641 1658, 1625

VH VD

Obs. 2068 1507
Cal. 2248 1613

Table 3 compares the calculated quasi-harmonic vibrational frequencies of vacancy-hydrogen

complexes with those determined experimentally [62]. Other groups have found similar modes
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[32, 79]. The calculated modes consistently overestimate the LVMs by between 4 and 8%.

The reason for the overestimate lies partly in the neglect of anharmonic terms. The effect of

anharmonicity was tested by finding the energy necessary to displace the atoms in each normal

coordinate and then solving the Schrödinger equation for the oscillator using the shooting

method [80]. The resultant symmetric frequency of VH2 was found increase by only 2 cm−1. The

asymmetric stretch frequency however was found to increase by 47 cm−1 reducing the splitting of

the modes to 4 cm−1. This is now a substantial underestimate of the observed 23 cm−1 splitting.

The difference is proposed to arise from the neglect of coupling effects between stretch and wag

modes in the theoretical treatment. Increased computational power has recently allowed larger

calculations to be performed [81] employing larger, 300 atom clusters. The calculated LVMs of

VH4 show a significant improvement. The more realistic strain modelling and improvements

to the charge density description lowers the absolute error to less than 1%. In particular,

finer treatment of the Coulombic coupling between H atoms appears to be responsible for the

increased accuracy of the stretch modes.

VH undergoes a change in symmetry above ∼ 60 K [71] from C1h to C3v. The reconstruction

across the vacancy appears to reorientate rapidly between pairs of the three available dangling

bond orbitals. This thermally activated reorientation is consistent with a similar effect observed

in V2 [57] between 40 and 100 K, where the symmetry changes from C2h to D3d. The VH EPR

signal broadens and disappears above ∼ 200 ◦C, the broadening indicating a further increase in

symmetry, possibly due to rapid reorientation of the H atom around the vacancy.

Although the acceptor and donor levels of VHn defects have not been published, information

on the electronic activity of the centres can be gleaned from the Kohn-Sham spectra of LDF

calculations. When all the dangling bonds are saturated by H, as in VH4, the centre becomes

passive. VH is likely to be an amphoteric centre giving rise to both an acceptor and donor level.

Both VH2 and VH3 probably introduce single acceptor levels only.

Hydrogen forms covalent bonds with Ge with a strength of 3.6 eV in molecular compounds

compared with a Ge–Ge dissociation energy of 1.93 eV. In comparison with silicon systems then

we would expect largely similar behaviour. However, the few available comparisons of H in Si

and Ge suggest otherwise. For example, whilst the passivation of shallow centres by H in silicon

is almost complete, in germanium the passivation is only partial [82]. The motivation for the
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study of the passivation of deep centres in germanium is clearly strong particularly with the

recent revolution in Si1−xGex technology.

Surprisingly, only one systematic study of VnHm defects in Ge has been performed to date.

IR absorption techniques are used in combination with annealing and isotopic substitution to

identify the centres [34, 83]. The only other experimental report includes an assignment of an

acceptor level at Ev + 0.080 eV to VH2 [84].

The relative frequencies of the vibrational stretch modes of the VHm, m = 2, 3, and 4 de-

fects in germanium have been observed to be very similar to those identified in silicon with

a constant factor mapping stretch frequencies onto their counterparts in germanium. The vi-

brational modes for VH have not yet been observed. There has also been some doubt as to

the assignment of the stretch modes to VH3. As in silicon, the annealing data demonstrates

that these modes arise from a defect which is thermally more stable than VH4 supporting their

identification with V2H6.

The symmetry of the defects in Ge were found to be identical to their Si counterparts. The

Ge–H bond lengths of VHm, m = 1, 2, 3, and 4 have been calculated [83] to be 1.526, 1.536,

1.531, and 1.541 Å. Again we observe the effects of repulsion between H atoms in the vacancy.

In VH4 the Ge atoms move away from the vacancy by 0.32 Å giving an increase in volume of

64% over the ideal vacancy.

The shifts and splittings in the Kohn-Sham levels are similar in germanium to silicon.

5.3 VnHm defects in silicon

Both the experimental and theoretical investigations of VnHm complexes are in their infancy.

The identification of EPR signals corresponding to V2H0 and V3H0 has been made [71]. With

a multitude of possible configurations for VnHm, it is clear that theoretical calculations will

be necessary to aid identification of the associated IR, EPR and DLTS signals. However, a

serious difficulty is that many of the defects share characteristics which leave them practically

indistinguishable from others. For example, it is now clear that dynamically, V2H6 behaves as

two weakly coupled VH3 centres resulting in vibrational modes corresponding to g or u parity.

However, only one of these sets is infra-red active and thus the numbers and disposition of

FTIR lines due to VH3 are almost identical with those of V2H6.
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Since the pioneering EPR work performed on irradiated silicon [57], detailed theoretical

agreement with experimental data on the divacancy has remained elusive. The problem hinges

upon the exact nature of the ground state geometric structure. The positive and negative charge

states of V2 have been identified with the EPR spectra labelled Si-G6 and Si-G7 respectively.

Although the ideal divacancy is a trigonal centre (D3d point group symmetry — see Fig. 4)

both spectra have overall spin S = 1
2

and are found to possess C2h symmetry below 40 K. The

original model put forward proposes a reconstruction of the dangling bonds by pairs across

the divacancy resulting in two weak reconstructed bonds and two dangling bonds (so that

lbc < lab = lac, lb′c′ < la′b′ = la′c′ in Fig. 4, where lab is the separation between the sites labelled

a and b and so on). The distortion is a manifestation of the JT effect. This pairing distortion

also offers an explanation of the effects of uniaxial stress upon the defect.

a

b

c

a

b
c

cb

bc

a

a

Fig. 4. Undistorted structure of the divacancy (D3d point group symmetry).

To date, none of the ab initio calculations performed on V2 [85, 86, 87] have confirmed the

model for both charge states. The first principles calculations all involve supercells with between

64 and 216 atom sites. Saito and Oshiyama [86] find the lowest energy distortion to be inverse

(lbc > lab = lac, lb′c′ > la′b′ = la′c′) to the pairing model for the negative charge state. In this case

four of the six nearest neighbour atoms move away from the defect centre towards their bonded

neighbours. Although this model explains the observed spin density, it appears inconsistent

with the results of the stress studies. Even using larger supercells, other calculations appear to
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agree with Oshiyama’s ‘resonant bonding’ model [85]. Cluster-based calculations [88] currently

underway, however, support the original pairing model for both charge states.

Evidently, the calculated structure of V2 must be fully reconciled with experiment before

progress is made concerning the theory of V2Hm defects. Assuming the pairing model to be

correct, the approximate structures of all but one of the centres can be unambiguously estab-

lished. When adding H to the vacancy we simply maximise the number of reconstructed bonds

in preference to the relatively high energy dangling bonds. With this procedure only V2H3 has

more than one possible geometric configuration.

6 Self-interstitial–hydrogen complexes in silicon and germanium

The structure and properties of self-interstitial defects in elemental semiconductors like Si and

Ge have long been of interest, but their rapid movement in e-irradiated material and their

reactivity have prevented direct observations. Nevertheless, their trapping by other impurities

or lattice defects remains highly topical, often providing a mechanism to lower the diffusion

energy of the impurity (transient enhanced diffusion). It is well known that C, Al and B can

trap interstitials in Si even at temperatures as low as 77 K, hence carbon is often deliberately

incorporated in material to act as a sink for the mobile interstitial Si. It is suspected that H

can react with these mobile self-interstitials, stabilising them and facilitating their detection by

experiment. Calculations on this system have been published by a number of groups [33, 89,

90, 91].

6.1 Experimental work on IH2 defects

Budde et al. [90, 91], implanted silicon and germanium with protons at ∼ 100 K. In silicon,

after annealing at around room temperature, they observed LVMs at 743.1, 748.0, 1986.5 and

1989.4 cm−1. In a previous study on neutron-irradiated Si, which had been plasma treated,

Xie et al. [68] had already assigned the 1986.5 and 1989.4 cm−1 modes to VH2. This however,

is in conflict with later assignments (see Section 5.2). In germanium four similar modes at

700.3, 705.5, 1881.8 and 1883.5 cm−1 were observed. In both materials, annealing and isotopic

studies with deuterium showed that the groups of lines were due to one type of defect, with

two equivalent but weakly coupled hydrogen atoms. Uniaxial stress gave the defect symmetry

as C2. These lines disappear at around ∼ 230 and ∼ 200 ◦C for Si and Ge respectively [34].
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6.2 The silicon self-interstitial

Calculations by a number of groups [89, 92, 93, 94, 95] suggest that the minimum energy struc-

ture for the self-interstitial is the 〈110〉 split-structure with C2v symmetry shown in Fig. 5a.

Here two Si or Ge atoms share a single lattice site oriented along 〈110〉. The defect has two,

almost degenerate, fully occupied Kohn-Sham levels deep in the gap. There are also two un-

occupied levels but the donor and acceptor levels of the centre has not been calculated (see

Section 9.2). An alternative configuration for the interstitial is similar to the structure of the

carbon interstitial (Ci) [96, 97] and consists of two atoms sharing a lattice site along 〈100〉. The

equivalence of the two Si atoms in the defect core for the ideal defect results in D2d symme-

try. Such a defect in the neutral charge state would possess a partially occupied e (doublet)

level lying around mid-gap. This is a candidate for a JT distortion which lowers the symmetry,

splitting the partially occupied e-level into two singlets. Cluster calculations [91] indicate there

is a very large movement of one the radicals along the [011] direction during the relaxation, so

that the structure of the neutral 〈100〉 oriented split self-interstitial has C1h symmetry. These

calculations show that, in silicon, this has 0.31 eV more energy than the 〈110〉 form, whilst in

Ge the difference in energies is greater at 0.51 eV.

a) b)

c) d)

Fig. 5. Schematic figures of a) The 〈110〉 split interstitial, b) The singly hydrogenated 〈110〉 split
interstitial, c) The singly hydrogenated 〈100〉 split interstitial, d) IH2.
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6.3 Interstitial complexes with one hydrogen atom

We now consider the defect formed when one H atom is added to the split interstitial. Clus-

ter calculations [90, 91] considered starting configurations consisting of 〈100〉 (D2d) and 〈110〉

(C2v) self-interstitials with one of the two equivalent radicals hydrogenated, as shown in Fig. 5c

and 5b respectively. In each case the relaxed structure possesses C1h symmetry. For both silicon

and germanium, the difference in energies between the two configurations is small. The 〈100〉

orientation possesses a lower energy by 0.24 eV in Si over the 〈110〉 derived structure, and

in Ge the ground state is degenerate. These results for Si are in disagreement with supercell

calculations [89] where a 〈110〉 Si–H defect was found to be the ground state configuration.

These defects are paramagnetic in the neutral charge state and possess a deep singly occu-

pied level. The calculated H–related LVMs along with their isotope shifts are given in Table 4.

There have been no experimental reports of these modes. The stretch mode is considerably

higher than the 1870 cm−1 found by the supercell calculation [89] for the 〈110〉 configuration.

Table 4. Calculated frequencies (cm−1) and characters of the IH defect.

〈100〉 〈110〉
Symmetry H D Symmetry H D

Si A 2166.9 1556.3 A 2190.8 1574.1
B 743.8 578.5 A 882.0 649.7
A 724.2 578.8 B 749.0 539.3
A 603.6 604.0 A 630.8 610.1
B 577.2 547.4 A 550.4 550.3

Ge A 2079.7 1478.9 A 2073.7 1474.8
A 734.5 521.0 A 800.5 567.3
B 729.9 517.8 B 762.2 541.4

6.4 Di-hydrogenated split interstitials

The addition of two H atoms to the interstitial results in fully saturated bonds eliminating the

requirement for a JT distortion. Cluster calculations show that for Si [32, 89, 91] and Ge [91] the

〈110〉 defect spontaneously rotates into the one derived from the 〈100〉 orientation, a schematic

of which is shown in Fig. 5d. This possesses C2 symmetry and the defect possesses a shallow

doubly occupied level close to Ev. The polar and azimuthal angles were calculated to be 46◦

and 10◦ respectively for Si, and 46◦ (Ge) and 8◦ for germanium. Here the polar angle is the
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angle between the Si–H bond and C2 axis along [001], and the azimuthal angle is that between

the projection of the Si–H bond onto the (001) plane and the x-axis.

The LVMs of the di-hydrogenated interstitial are given in Table 5. These modes are found

to lie significantly below those of vacancy–hydrogen defects which were in turn about 7% higher

than the experimental values [98]. This suggests that the Si and Ge radicals largely make weak

p–like bonds with H. For the case of IHD, the presence of a single H mode lying midway between

the two close-by H modes of IH2 implies that the H atoms are equivalent and weakly coupled.

This is consistent with the calculations and with the view that the defects are interstitial and

not vacancy like. Uniaxial stress studies [91] demonstrate that the defect possesses C2 symmetry

with polar and azimuthal angles of 48◦± 1◦ and 0◦± 8◦ respectively for Si whereas for Ge they

are 45◦±1◦ and 3◦±5◦. The stretch modes are about 8% (Si) and 5% (Ge) too high and the Si

ones are very similar to values found in smaller cluster calculations [90]. In both Si and Ge, the

theory places the A mode higher than the B mode, in agreement with observation, with a small

splitting of around 2–3 cm−1 in all cases. Four wag modes are predicted between 715–775 cm−1

(Si) and 690–790 cm−1 (Ge). However, in each case only two modes are observed. In Si, two wag

modes are observed at 748 and 743 cm−1 having B and A symmetry respectively. In agreement

with this, calculations find two modes at 774 and 768 cm−1 possessing A and B symmetry

although the ordering is given incorrectly. Again, in Ge two wag modes are observed at 706

and 700 cm−1 but their intensities are too low to allow the determination of their symmetries.

The calculations lead to two close-by modes at 787 and 785 cm−1 with B and A symmetries,

in fair agreement with the experimental results.

7 H2 molecules

Low temperature proton implantation gives no hint that molecular species can exist, but hydro-

gen molecules have long been suspected as a stable form of hydrogen in Si [99, 100]. Theory finds

the energy of a H2 molecule at a T site to lie about 0.2–0.4 eV below H∗2. The dissociation energy

of H2 into two HBC was found to be 1.6 eV [31] and the energy of two passivated B–H complexes

to be 0.5 eV below that of the molecule. Consequently, at low temperatures a molecule should

dissociate in the presence of boron acceptors. The first indications for the molecular species

came from annealing studies which showed at 250 ◦C hydrogen-boron complexes dissociate
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Table 5. Calculated frequencies (cm−1) and characters of IH2 defects, compared with experiment [91].

Symmetry H–H H–D D–D observed

Si A 2144.7 2143.8 1540.2 1989.4
B 2142.9 1540.1 1539.9 1986.5
A 774.7 771.4 590.2 748.0
B 768.1 727.3 582.6 743.1
B 736.4 589.8 564.3
A 717.5 579.8 555.0

Ge A 2056.7 2055.1 1462.5 1883.5
B 2053.3 1461.3 1460.1 1881.8
B 787.4 784.9 558.8 705.5
A 784.7 555.9 555.7 700.3
A 725.0 712.4 514.7
B 694.6 503.7 493.1

without any hydrogen effusing from the material [101]. The hydrogen produced by dissociation

of such pairs is diamagnetic and gave no optical absorption lines. The suggestion was that it

is present in molecular form although it was recognised that plasma damage leads to platelets

which could trap this hydrogen. Subsequently NMR studies [102] on deuterated samples showed

that molecules are present within voids in Si which had been plasma treated. However, the con-

centrations produced at that time appeared to be too small for the molecule to be detected by

Raman scattering. Recently, Raman active modes around 4158 cm−1 were detected in plasma

treated Si which had been etched to remove a surface layer of highly defective material pro-

duced by the plasma [103]. The claim was that these molecules were located at interstitial sites.

This frequency is very close to the gas value and suggests that the surrounding lattice has

little effect on the molecular frequency. This is unlike molecular hydrogen in GaAs where H2

modes red-shifted by 227 cm−1 have been detected by Raman scattering [104]. Furthermore,

the intensity of the scattering due to the molecules in Si disappears above ∼ 400 ◦C along with

a broad band of Si–H vibrations around 2000 cm−1 attributed to platelets or voids [105, 106].

The present belief is that modes around 4158 cm−1 are due to molecules within void regions.

Suggestions [107] that an EPR signal is due to hydrogen molecules have not been confirmed:

the signal is now assigned to VH defects [71].

Nevertheless, circumstantial evidence for an interstitial form of molecule came from stud-

ies of B–H defects in Si into which hydrogen had been introduced by high temperature in-
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diffusion [108]. SIMS and FTIR measurements on the B–H complexes in quenched samples

showed most of the hydrogen was not bound to boron and yet there were no other H related

defects detected optically at that time. Room temperature electron irradiation however pro-

duced H∗2 defects, supporting the idea that an invisible molecular fraction was present.

The first definitive evidence for an interstitial molecular species came from infra-red stud-

ies on thick crystals into which hydrogen had been in-diffused. H–H stretch modes around

3700 cm−1 were detected. Subsequently, these modes were also detected in Raman scattering

studies carried out on Si treated with a plasma at a low temperature (below 150 ◦C) where

Si–H modes characteristic of platelets were not detected [106]. In the FTIR study the trapping

of the molecule by oxygen has played a crucial role which will now be discussed.

7.1 Experimental background

Early work identified an infra-red active mode at 1075.1 cm−1 in Cz-Si into which hydrogen

had been diffused at high temperature, which anomalously shifted upwards to 1076.3 cm−1 in

deuterated samples [109, 110, 111]. This implies that hydrogen is part of the defect. Satellite

lines due to the two naturally occurring isotopes of Si were shifted by about the same amount

found for interstitial oxygen [112, 113]. This suggests that oxygen is in its normal bond centred

site and the hydrogen has perturbed its mode away from 1136 cm−1 characteristic of isolated

interstitial oxygen. The defect was initially thought to be an OBCHi pair but this was refuted

by subsequent observations [112] of modes due to hydrogen dimers around 3700 cm−1. The

intensities of these hydrogen-related modes were correlated with the oxygen modes. These later

IR-absorption measurements revealed two forms of the H2-OBC centre. The higher frequency

hydrogen related modes labelled ν1 and ν2 associated with these defects are given in Table 6.

In the mixed H-D case, these modes are shifted roughly mid-way between the H-H and D-D

combinations implying that they arise from a H–H bond. The splitting of ν2 in the D-D case is

not understood.

Upon heating to 110 ◦C, these bands almost disappear and the band labelled ν3 grows in

intensity. This is a reversible process as ν1 and ν2 are reformed during cooling. This suggests

that there is an equilibrium between molecules trapped near oxygen and those trapped at T

sites. This is supported by the observation that the number of the trapping sites is close to
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the number of possible T sites in the lattice and that ν3 is detected in Float-zone silicon into

which hydrogen has been diffused. It is not easy to give a convincing explanation of the effect

of annealing unless interstitial molecules are involved — even though they are unexpectedly

infrared active. The annealing studies give a binding energy of the molecule to oxygen to be

0.28± 0.02 eV and a barrier for molecular diffusion to be 0.78± 0.05 eV [111]. No DLTS lines

have been correlated with these defects [110], consistent with the view that they are electrically

inactive.

Table 6. Local vibrational modes (cm−1) of hydrogen and oxygen related modes in silicon (after
Pritchard et al. [113, 114]).

H2 HD D2

ν1 3788.9 3304.3 2775.4
ν2 3730.8 3285.3 2715, 2716.0
ν3 3618.3 3264.8 2642.5

O-related mode 1075.1 1076.3 1076.6

The molecular frequencies given here are very different from those around 4158 cm−1 de-

tected in plasma treated material where platelets are known to form [106, 113, 114, 115, 116,

117, 103, 118, 105, 119, 120, 121, 122]. A Raman peak at 4158 cm−1, which has an associated

deuterium-related peak at 2990 cm−1 and a rotational mode around 590 cm−1, is now believed

to be related to hydrogen molecules in voids or platelets where the molecules are essentially

in a gas phase [106]. These modes disappeared upon annealing at ∼ 450 ◦C along with IR ac-

tive bands around ∼ 2100 cm−1 attributed to Si–H bonds located on the inner surfaces of the

voids. However, if the sample temperature was maintained below 150 ◦C during exposure to

the plasma, neither the Si–H void modes nor the molecular modes around 4200 cm−1 were de-

tected. This suggests that the voids are not being formed. In these samples, however, Raman

active modes at 3601 and 2622 cm−1 for hydrogen and deuterium have been detected at room

temperature. These shifted upwards to the ν3 frequencies (Table 6) observed by Pritchard et al.

for isolated H2 [114] at 10 K. No H–D modes were found, nor was a splitting of these modes

due to ortho- and para- H2 molecules detected, in contrast to similar studies in GaAs [104]: this

suggests that the molecule does not rotate in silicon, unlike H2 in GaAs.

The possibility that the νi modes are due to interstitial water molecules can be excluded.
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First, the H–D mode lies almost midway between the H–H and D–D modes implying that a

H–H bond exists, and secondly the absence of an intense molecular wag mode at ∼ 1595 cm−1.

Thus we conclude that H2 molecules exist in Si and are infrared active.

7.2 Theoretical treatment of the hydrogen molecule in Si

Cluster and supercells have been employed in an attempt to ascertain the equilibrium site

and vibrational properties of the hydrogen molecule in Si. The earliest calculations used semi-

empirical approaches. The earliest were performed were Corbett et al. [99] using the MNDO

approach with a very small cluster (Si14H20). The hydrogen molecule was found to be most

stable at the T site, aligned along [111]. The energy required to dissociate the molecule into

two H0 atoms atM sites (see Fig. 1) is calculated to be 1.6 eV. The barrier to molecular diffusion

via the H site (Fig. 1) is 2.7 eV. However, CNDO cluster based calculations by Mainwood and

Stoneham [100, 123] found the molecule to be most stable at the T site and aligned along [100]),

with a rotation barrier of 0.093 eV about the [110] axis. They also found the diffusion barrier

to be 0.95 eV and calculated the dissociation energies to two atoms at T interstitial sites to be

∼ 4 eV.

In contrast, Deák et al. [22, 23, 124] using MINDO/3 cyclic cluster calculations on Si32 unit

cells predicted that both H∗2 to be more stable than molecular hydrogen in the lattice by 0.49 eV.

The molecule was found to be nearly degenerate in both the [100] and [111] alignments, with a

0.56 eV barrier to diffusion.

More sophisticated, LDF calculations in supercells [16, 125] gave a [111] alignment although

the barrier to rotation is negligible. The dissociation energy is 2.7 eV into bond centred defects

and the molecule is 0.4 eV more stable than H∗2. Cluster calculations [27, 28] have also been

used to examine the molecule. The molecular bond length was calculated to be 0.85 Å at the

T site, with a vibrational frequency of 3561 cm−1. Importantly, in contrast with the supercell

results, the most stable alignment of the molecule was found to be along [100] with a diffusion

barrier of greater than 1 eV. The dissociation energy for conversion into bond centred defects

was found to be 3.3 eV.

Estreicher et al. [126, 127] using both PRDDO (partial retention of differential diatomic

overlap) in 14 and 44 atom clusters, and also HF calculations in 14 atom clusters, found the
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molecule at the T site to have a bond length of 0.70 Å, and hence smaller than that of the free

molecule, and a barrier to rotation of less than 0.1 eV. The preferred alignment was along [111]

with the diffusion barrier less than 2 eV. In agreement with Deák et al. [22, 23], the molecule

was found to be higher in energy than H∗2 by 0.82 eV and 0.34 eV respectively for the two

methods.

A 32 atom supercell LDF calculation of Van de Walle et al. [15, 25, 31, 128, 129, 130]

found, in agreement with the earlier cluster calculations [27, 28], that the molecule lies at the

T site along [100] although the energy of the [111] alignment is only 0.01 eV greater. The H–H

bond length at 0.86 Å exceeds that of the free molecule (0.75 Å) and leads to an anharmonic

molecular frequency of 3396 cm−1, based on a polynomial fit of the molecular bond-length vs.

energy [131]. These fit in well with the ν3 modes observed experimentally. The variations in

the H–H bond length in a variety of semiconductors [129] were accounted for by the size of the

cavity surrounding the molecule leading to the greatest red-shift for the smallest cavity. This

is explained by an increasing host charge density screening the binding between the hydrogen

atoms. The diffusion and binding energies were found to be 1.1 and 2±0.5 eV respectively and

the molecule is 0.54 eV lower in energy than H∗2. Recent LDF and GGA (generalised gradient

approximation) calculations on molecules within Si32 and Si64 atom supercells [132, 133] found

a preferred molecular alignment along [100], with a rotation barrier of about 0.003 eV. The

diffusion barrier was found to be about 0.90 eV and molecular frequencies of 3020 cm−1 for

[100], and 3078 cm−1 for [111], alignments of the molecule. These frequencies became 3310 and

3363 cm−1 for the GGA calculations.

In contrast with these DFT results which imply a lower molecular frequency arising from

the lengthened bond, Nakamura et al. [119, 134, 135, 136, 137] used both HF and DFT methods

on small clusters (Si10H16) and found that the molecule possesses a frequency very close to the

gas value.

Recent cluster calculations [138] find the molecule to be stable when oriented either along

[100], [111] or [110]. These three configurations are essentially degenerate in energy. The ro-

tational barrier is also negligible, but the uncertainty in energy can easily exceed 0.1 eV, so

the barrier is difficult to calculate accurately. This is similar to the situation in GaAs [139].

However, the para- and ortho-forms of the molecule are not detected in Si, which suggests that
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the barrier to rotation is larger in Si by ∼ 0.1 eV [138]. The calculated vibrational modes are

given in Table 7. These are all close together and lie within 90 cm−1 of the observed ν3 band.

They are slightly lower than that found for the molecule trapped near oxygen (3855.6 cm−1).

It is found that the H–H length is 0.785 Å for the [110] and [111] structures and 0.788 Å for

the [100] alignment. These are slightly longer than the gas value (0.74 Å).

Table 7. Calculated frequencies (cm−1), of H2 molecules in Si with different alignments [138].

Alignment H2 HD D2

[110] 3708.4 3217.1 2622.2
[111] 3713.0 3221.4, 3221.6 2625.5
[100] 3606.8 3128.6 2559.1

Molecules lying along [100] with D2d symmetry would be infrared inactive, while those along

[111] possess inequivalent H atoms. The latter defect produces two distinct HD modes as shown

in Table 7. As these are separated by 0.25 cm−1, they would give two bands with intensities

corresponding to the different populations of the defects, contrary to observation. The ν3 band

could not arise from these defects if the HD splitting was as large as this. The [110] orientation

is infrared active with equivalent H atoms. Only one mode is then expected in the HD case.

The ν3 band is therefore identified with a molecule lying along [110], although a [111] alignment

cannot be completely ruled out. The stretch mode is about 90 cm−1 above that of the ν3 band

but considerably lower than that calculated for an isolated molecule. Calculation [50] place this

mode at 4424.8 cm−1, about 10% higher than the observed value, although anharmonicity must

play a significant role in this overestimate.

The transition dipole moment of the molecule can be calculated directly. This is done by

finding the change in the dipole moment of the cluster when the atoms are displaced according

to their normal coordinates. The induced dipole lies along [001] (see Fig. 6) and arises as

there is a slight displacement of the H atoms along this direction. The effective charge of

the induced dipole is 0.1 e and comparable with that estimated for the molecule trapped by

oxygen [113, 114]. The molecular frequency is sensitive to the size of the cage surrounding it.

If this is increased, the charge density at the centre of the cage would decrease, along with

the H–H bond length with a consequent increase in molecular frequency. This is seen in Fig. 7

where a relaxed molecule is placed in a cage of increasing size by scaling the surrounding Si–Si
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µ

Fig. 6. Schematic figure of the stable form of the molecule at a T site aligned along [110]. Arrows
show an exaggerated movement of the atoms in the stretch mode leading to a transition dipole µ along
[001].
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Fig. 7. Variation of molecular stretch frequency (cm−1) verses multiples of the equilibrium interstitial
cage size.

bonds. The gas value is reached for voids about 1.4 times the size of the actual cage, as shown

in Fig. 7. This suggest that molecules within platelets might possess near gas frequencies [140].

A favoured model for the 〈111〉 platelet (see Section 8), deduced from both transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) studies [141] and theory [142], suggests that H forces apart the

two nearby (111) planes by about 3 Å, and saturates the two surfaces of dangling bonds thus

formed. This ideal structure does not involve any silicon vacancies. The vibrational modes of a
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H2 molecule trapped within a platelet have been calculated using LDF cluster methods [140].

The stretch frequencies for the molecule lie at 4385 cm−1 for H2, 3796 and 3804 cm−1 for HD,

and 3101 cm−1 for D2. The modes of the hydrogen saturating the surrounding silicon atoms

fall between 2117 and 2098 cm−1. The experimental values for platelets [143] lie at ∼ 2110 and

∼ 1960 cm−1. The molecule has a bond length of 0.748 Å when sited in the platelet, and is

centred 2.459 Å from the nearest passivating hydrogen atom and 3.255 Å from the nearest

structural silicon.

An alternative suggestion for the location of molecules is within a micro-void in the lat-

tice [144, 145]. Such voids are typically around 8 nm in diameter in crystalline silicon, this is

somewhat large for current ab initio modelling techniques, but some insight into the behaviour

of hydrogen in such defects can be obtained by simulation of smaller structures [138]. The small-

est regular hydrogenated void that offers a more open environment than the crystal lattice is

the passivated deca-vacancy, which is 1 nm across. The vibrational frequencies of the molecule

in such a void lie at 4324.6 cm−1 for H2, 3745.9 and 3743.8 cm−1 for HD, and 3057.9 for D2. The

modes of the hydrogen atoms bound to silicon on the surface of the void fall into three bands

at 2205–2191, 2141–2129 and 2108–2099 cm−1. Experimentally [144] bands at ∼ 2125, ∼ 2087

and ∼ 2073 cm−1 are observed. The molecular bond length is 0.759 Å and the distance of the

centre of the structure to a H atom on the void surface is 3.36 Å.

These results strongly suggest that Raman active modes at 4158 cm−1 found in H-plasma

treated Si are due to molecules in open lattice defects where the electron density arising from

the crystal is small and are not due to isolated molecules at interstitial sites. A realistic model

of the void must have surface dangling bonds saturated by H [141] and a correlation of the

Raman signals due to these Si–H bonds and the 4158 cm−1 band is then to be expected, as has

indeed been found by Leitch et al. [115, 116].

7.3 Molecular diffusion barriers

The molecule is not stable at the H site but this site lies on a diffusion trajectory linking

different T sites. Cluster calculations [138] found that the energy of a molecule constrained to

lie at the H site is 0.72 eV greater than that at a T site and this then is an upper bound to

the migration energy of the molecule. It is appreciably greater than the diffusion energy for
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H+ or H0, which is around 0.43 eV [46]. The diffusion energy is in very good agreement with

experimental value of 0.78 eV [111]

The curious discovery [146] that laser irradiation causes a decrease in the intensity of the ν3

band. This might to due to a photo-generated enhanced movement of the molecule at cryogenic

temperatures. Such an effect might arise if the laser generated electron-holes pairs, which then

destabilised the molecule. Alternatively, the molecule might dissociate as a result of a resonant

absorption of vibrational energy. Cluster calculations [140] show that the diffusion barrier drops

from 0.73 eV in the neutral case, to 0.33 and 0.46 eV for clusters charged to +2 or −2 respec-

tively, with an expansion of the bond length whilst the molecule is at the hexagonal site from

0.788 Å to 0.901 and 0.930 Å respectively. The bond length at the tetrahedral site is insensitive

to charge state. However, this drop in diffusion barrier is insufficient to account for motion at

cryogenic temperatures and the effect remains unexplained.

7.4 Complexes of oxygen with hydrogen molecules

We have already described the evidence that the molecule can be trapped near impurities such

as oxygen, taking advantage of the opening of a lattice cage caused by this impurity. We now

describe the results of cluster calculations on these defects [147]. There are several obvious

locations for the molecule close to Oi in the silicon lattice but since the binding between the

molecule and the O atom is so weak, these are close in energy and difficult to distinguish.

Furthermore, it seems that there are a large number of configurations which differ only in the

orientation of the molecule and all of these have to be considered as candidate structures.

Suppose that the molecule resides near a Td cage site and oxygen decorates one of the nearby

Si–Si bonds and consider the case when the O atom bridges a [111̄] Si–Si bond forming part of

the cage surrounding the T site as shown in Fig. 8. The molecule in the relaxed configuration

then is oriented almost perpendicular to the Si–O–Si bond and nearly along [11̄0]. The H–H

bond length is 0.77 Å and each H atom is about 2.37 Å from O. It has been pushed slightly

away from the T site as the nearest two Si atoms are 2.19 Å but these are not bonded to O.

The calculated vibrational modes [147] are given in Table 8.

The H2 stretch mode at 3855 cm−1 is again lower than that calculated for an isolated

molecule. The molecular frequency depends on the size of the surrounding cage. The 3855 cm−1
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of Oi+H2 defect.

Table 8. Local vibrational modes (cm−1) of the hydrogen-molecule-OBC complex in silicon, as illus-
trated in Fig. 8. Experimental frequencies are listed in Table 6.

H2
16OBC HD 16OBC DH 16OBC D2

16OBC H2
18OBC

3855.6 3339.5 3350.1 2726.7 3855.6
1129.8 1129.7 1129.6 1129.5 1078.1
733.3 685.6 690.6 678.6 731.4
696.2 663.2 654.6 653.7 685.3
655.3 650.1 645.0 630.9 649.0
643.6 627.6 627.4 536.3 638.9
630.6 539.5 542.6 533.6 622.6
576.7 536.0 536.1 532.8 576.1

mode lies close to the experimental modes around 3750 cm−1 associated with oxygen. The two

H atoms are almost equivalent and this explains why only one H–D mode is present although

the calculations show a 10 cm−1 splitting caused by deviations, due to numerical noise, from

ideal C1h symmetry.

The mode at 1129.8 cm−1 is clearly due to Oi as it shifts downwards by only 0.3 cm−1 when

D replaces H but by 52 cm−1 with 18O. This is comparable with the 51 cm−1 shift observed in

the 1136 cm−1 mode of Oi when 18O replaces 16O. The small downward shifts on replacement

of H with D demonstrate that there is very little direct coupling between Oi and the molecule

and this is essential to these arguments, based on anharmonicity, if an upward shift is to be

seen in the deuterated case. It is not clear why the experimental O mode is shifted downwards
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by as much as 65 cm−1 from that of isolated Oi.

The modes at 733 to 576 cm−1 all involve the movement of H and have not been detected

so far. They represent H2 bend and librational modes. Their shifts with 18O given in Table 8

demonstrate that many of them involve the movement of O.

Of particular interest here is the mode at 577 cm−1. This represents a librational mode

as the two H atoms are displaced almost parallel to their bond. It can be argued that the

anomalous frequency shift of the 1075 cm−1 band is to be understood through an anharmonic

coupling between an overtone, or combination band, of these low frequency modes and the O

mode resulting in a Fermi resonance. Let |nOx〉 be the nth oscillator state for the vibrations of

the oxygen atom whose fundamental occurs at νO = 1129.8 cm−1, and |mH〉 be the mth state

for a mode whose frequency, νH, is about half that of the Oi mode, i.e. either the modes in the

region of 550 cm−1. The states of the coupled system are then described by linear combinations

of |nOx,mH〉. The effect of anharmonicity, V , is to couple together these states and second order

perturbation theory gives the shift in the energy of the |1Ox, 0H〉 state to be dominated by

−|〈1Ox, 0H|V |0Ox, 2H〉|2
(νO − 2νH)

.

This follows as the energy denominator is particularly small for these modes. The perturbation

is negative for the 577 cm−1 mode and lowers the energy of the |1Ox, 0H〉 state, and hence that

of the fundamental transition. On the other hand, when H is replaced by D, as the frequency of

this mode drops below 575 cm−1, the perturbation acts to raises the energy of the state. Thus

the two cases reinforce the tendency to depress the O mode in the H case below that of D.

Another ways of describing the effect is an anti-crossing between the O mode and an overtone

of the librational mode (as shown in Fig. 9). If this mechanism is correct, there have to be

unreported modes in the 550 cm−1 region.

Other positions for the molecule have also been investigated. A second, almost degenerate

configuration occurs when the molecule lies in the mirror plane containing the Oi. This has

similar modes to the first and could account for the second defect which is observed. A third

possibility is that the molecule lies along the Si–O–Si axis near a T site. This site is stable but

the molecule is then close to the Si neighbour of Oi and this results in an O related mode that is

strongly coupled with H in conflict with the experiment. However, the energy of this structure
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Fig. 9. Schematic of the anti-crossing of the oxygen mode and an overtone of a low-lying librational
mode.

appears to be lower than that shown in Fig. 8 by 0.5 eV. This may be a due to the proximity of

Oi to the surface of the cluster and further investigations are needed to clarify the most stable

configuration.

7.5 Other O-H complexes in silicon

Several modes due to O-H defects have been detected in proton-implanted Cz-Si [148]. An

oxygen-hydrogen complex OHI was detected by FTIR in Si proton implanted around ∼ 20 K

which, on annealing at ∼ 200 K, converted to a second complex OHII . Oxygen and deuterium

isotopic studies confirmed the presence of one oxygen and one hydrogen atom in each defect.

OHI has an oxygen related IR active mode at 1077 cm−1 and a hydrogen mode at 1879 cm−1,

whilst OHII has an oxygen related mode at 1028 cm−1 and a hydrogen mode at 1830 cm−1 (see

Table 9 for the measured frequencies). On implantation with H and D, both the OH complexes

show only two hydrogen related lines, implying that a single hydrogen atom is present in each

type of defect. The complexes were tentatively assigned to two forms of OBCH+
BC defects.

First principles calculations [148] were performed on three candidate structures for the OH

defects. The hydrogen atom in the complex was placed at one of three possible different bond

centred sites near the bond-centred oxygen, i.e. the nearest, next-nearest and third-nearest

bond centres. It was suggested, based on the isotopic shifts of these structures that OHII might

be due to HBC at the second or third nearest neighbour sites, and OHI might be due to HBC

at the third or fourth nearest neighbour sites.
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Table 9. Local vibrational modes (cm−1) for the OHI and OHII models [148].

OHI OHII

Isotope mix O-mode H-mode O-mode H-mode

16OH 1076.9 1879.2 1028.5 1830.4
16OD 1076.7 1358.0 1032.3 1329.1
18OH 1028.3 1879.1 987.1 1830.1
18OD 1028. 1358.0 987.7 1330.6

As with the OiH2 complexes observed by Markevitch et al. and Pritchard et al. (see Sec-

tion 7.1), the oxygen related line of the OHII complex shifts upwards on replacing hydrogen

with deuterium, presumably due to a similar anharmonic effect to that outlined in Section 7.4.

Diffusion of H into oxygen rich Si also leads to enhanced O diffusion in a temperature

region around 350 ◦C, with an activation energy of 1.7-2.0 eV (Newman et al. [149], Stein and

Hahn [150]). No stable O-H complexes have been reported in the temperature range at which

enhanced diffusion occurs, and it is thought that H catalyses the movement of O. There are

several theories for the enhancement in the reorientation rate of Oi in the presence of H. During

the movement of O from one BC site to the next, it must pass close to the C site and is then

necessarily bonded to three Si atoms, with one of the Si atoms having a dangling bond. This

is the saddle point for normal O diffusion. Cluster calculations of the energy difference from

the starting configuration determines the diffusion energy of 2.8 eV. However, its energy can

be lowered if the Si atom with the dangling bond is able to make a strong bond with a H atom

that happens to be in close vicinity. The lowest energy for H near O is at an AB site opposite

to Si–O–Si. Relative to one of these two sites, the energies of HBC and the three HTd sites are

1.5 eV and 0.75 eV respectively. With H at the AB site, the energy difference between O at a

BC and at a C site is only 0.2 eV. Thus the barrier of 2.8 eV for normal O-diffusion has been

effectively eliminated by the presence of Si–H. Now, when O moves away from the C-site, the

energy increases because the Si–H bond starts to weaken and a normal Si–Si bond starts to

form. The new activation barrier is calculated to be 1.4 eV: somewhat lower than the observed

barrier. When the O atom moves to its new bond centred site H is no longer in the lowest

energy configuration and must jump to a new anti-bonding site. It has to move to the further

of these sites if long ranged O migration is to occur.
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In contradiction with this, Estreicher [151] finds that HBC–Si–OBC is more stable than HAB–

Si–OBC . The energy for a metastable configuration HTd–Si–OBC was 0.66 eV higher. He then

argued that when H is located near to this metastable Td site, it is able to lower the barrier

for O migrating to the C site through the formation of the Si–H bond and leaving O bonded

to two atoms. This barrier, when H is initially at the Td site, is 1.25 eV and is much lower than

in the absence of H. The final configuration consists of H and O at adjacent BC centres. This

is not the starting point of the process and it is necessary to assume that H can leave the BC

site after the O hop.

Recently, first principles molecular dynamics has been used to determine the migration

barrier for oxygen in the presence of hydrogen [18]. The authors find that in p-type Si, H+ lies

at a bond centred site adjacent to the oxygen atom and migrates together with O so that at

the saddle point, H saturates a Si dangling bond. The activation energy of oxygen is reduced

from 2 eV to about 1.5 eV in the presence of hydrogen. The problem with this study is that the

starting structure, where O and H share a common Si atom, seems to be at variance with the

experimental results of Bech Nielsen et al. [148] which show that there is a very weak interaction

between O and H.

Further work is necessary to determine the precise mechanism.

8 Evolution of H species in Si

The types of hydrogen defect present in silicon depend critically on the manner in which the

impurity is introduced, the impurities and defects present in Si, and the subsequent treatment

of the sample. Common techniques used to introduce hydrogen are, as we have seen, i) proton

implantation, ii) in-diffusion at high temperatures of ∼ 1200 ◦C from the molecular species

followed by a quench, iii) via a plasma, and iv) by room temperature wet etching.

8.1 Proton Implantation

At low temperatures, protons with energy greater than 150 eV generate V−, V2−, V0, H+ and

I. The number of vacancies per proton depends on the beam energy. Fabian et al. [152] suggest

that 7.5 keV protons produce on average 3.5 vacancies per ion, but 0.5 keV protons only produce

0.5 vacancies per ion at the end of the range of the proton. FTIR studies combined with DLTS
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show that the dominant H species at the lowest of temperatures is H+
BC [34]. This must be

charge compensated by another defect which is probably V− or V2−.

The equilibrium concentrations of H+, H− and neutral H (H0) can be written:

[
H+
]

=
[H]

Z
exp

{
−E

(
H+
)
/kT

}
,[

H0
]

=
[H]

Z
exp

{
−
[
E
(
H0
)
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]
/kT

}
,[

H−
]

=
[H]

Z
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{
−
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E
(
H−
)
− 2EF

]
/kT

}
.

Here [H] is the total concentration of hydrogen and E (Hq) is the energy of a species with charge

q. Thus we can write:

[
H0
]

=
[
H+
]

exp {− (E [0/+)− EF ] /kT} and
[
H−
]

=
[
H0
]

exp {− [E (−/0)− EF ] /kT} .

We take E(0/+) to lie at Ec−0.16 eV and E(−/0) to be Ec+∆−0.56 eV where Ec−0.56 eV is

the (−/0) level deduced from studies of Mu− [49]. ∆ is the energy difference between a neutral

H atom at this site and the stable BC site. We suppose ∆ ∼ 0.1 − 0.2 eV and the effective

(−/0) level for H is then around Ec−0.4 eV. This is within 0.2 eV of the acceptor level deduced

by capacitance studies on n-type Si [29] as well as the calculations described in Section 9.

Clearly, the ratio of H− to H+ is then given by

[
H−
]

=
[
H+
]

exp {− [E (0/+) + E (−/0)− 2EF ] /kT} .

Thus H− is not present at low temperatures if EF is lower than (E(0/+) + E(−/0)) /2 ∼

Ec−0.3 eV. However, increasing the numbers of electrons in the system, as in photo-generation

(we suppose that these are attracted to H+ whereas holes are repelled) or injecting electrons

under forward bias, will elevate the Fermi-level and increase the concentration of H− [38]. For

this process, H+ must capture an electron becoming H0 leading to the AA9 EPR spectrum.

This, however, is only a metastable defect and H0 will attempt to hop to the T site, pick up

another electron and become H−. However, these processes are in competition with a loss of

H+ caused by diffusion of say V2− to H+ leading to the creation of VH−.

In addition, if H0 can jump or tunnel into the T site leading to H−, then we must expect

that another H+ will be able to combine with this H− to create H2 or H∗2. Reorientation of

H0 is known to be activated with a barrier of 0.43 eV [46] around 200 K and motion of H0
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would appear to be frozen out at lower temperatures unless tunnelling takes place. There has

been recent suggestions based on channelling data that tunnelling of H+ can take place at low

temperatures < 200 K [152]. Here, the diffusivity is found to be proportional to T n with n = 5.6.

Thus it seems possible to imagine the formation of H∗2 without the necessity of a vacancy or

interstitial.

On the other hand V2− is known to diffuse around 80 K and can complex with H+, forming

VH−. The 20% drop in the intensity of the vibrational band at 1998 cm−1 band assigned to H+

around 80 K is attributed to this reaction [34]. However, the main annealing sequence for this

band occurs around 200 K and this involves the activated movement of H+. In this temperature

range V2 defects are formed. The consequent raising of EF must force the formation of more

H− and thus of H∗2.

Alternatively, diffusing vacancies can complex with H− forming VH and VH2 defects. It has

been suggested that these complex with interstitials yielding H∗2 [153], although it is not clear

that IH2 defects are also formed in this temperature range. Which of these many processes

leading to H∗2 is dominant is not known although it does appear that H∗2 is created before VH2

or IH2 defects [34].

If one regards H∗2 as a defect with two nearby Si–H bonds, then conversion of this into the

more stable H2 molecule would require an activation energy of around 2 eV. Thus H∗2 would be

expected to be stable up to about 180 ◦C which is consistent with annealing studies.

Annealing proton implanted Si around 200 ◦C leads to the formation of platelets [154], while

Rutherford backscattering experiments have been interpreted [155] as showing that between 150

and 350 ◦C, molecules are produced.

8.2 High temperature in-diffusion

We now consider the case of H2 introduced from the gas phase. This is usually carried out

by heating the sample in a quartz ampoule containing hydrogen gas at temperatures around

1100 ◦C. At these temperatures there is a copious supply of e and h, H+, and H−. The solubility

of hydrogen in Si is observed to be proportional to the square root of the gas pressure p [47],

implying that molecular hydrogen within Si is dissociated at these temperatures. If there is

equilibrium between H inside Si and H2 outside, then the chemical potential µ(H) for H inside
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the crystal is related to the chemical potential of H2 outside by:

µ(H) = µ(H2)/2.

Now, from the statistical mechanics of an ideal gas,

µ(H2) = Eg(H2) + kT ln

{( p

kT

)(2π~2

mkT

)3/2
1

Zrot

}
,

= Eg(H2) + kT ln [D(g)]

Here Eg(H2) is the free energy of a gas molecule, including vibrational modes and Zrot is the

rotational partition function. At these temperatures, Zrot ∼ 17. Thus the concentrations of H

and H2 inside the crystal are given by:

[H] = 2 N exp {− [E (H)− µ (H)] /kT} ,

= 2 N
√
D(g) exp {− [E (H)− Eg (H2) /2] /kT} ,

[H2] = N D(g) exp {− [E (H2)− Eg (H2)] /kT} .

Here N is the density of T sites which is half the density of BC sites and E is the free energy

of the species inside the crystal. The equilibrium molecular concentration inside the crystal is

related to the density of the monatomic species by:

[H2] =
[H]2

4 N
exp {− [E (H2)− 2E (H)] /kT} .

The quantity D evaluates to 6× 10−8 assuming the ampoule originally contained hydrogen

gas at STP. The first principles calculations give the energy of the H atom at a BC site to be

−1.05 eV relative to a hydrogen atom in vacuo. With a H–H bond energy, Eg(H2), of 4.5 eV,

we find E(H) − Eg(H2) ∼ 1.2 eV. Hence [H] ∼ 5 × 1019 exp(−u1/kT ) cm−3 with u1 ∼ 1.2 eV.

On the other hand E(H2) has energy about 0.6 eV above that of the gas molecule and the

molecular concentration is then given by [H2] ∼ 6× 1015 exp(−u2/kT ) cm−3 with u2 ∼ 0.6 eV.

At 1100 ◦C the concentration of hydrogen atoms is about 3×1015 cm−3, i.e. around 100 times

the molecular concentration. If the ampoule is now cooled without loss of hydrogen, there is

conversion of H into H2. Around 800 ◦C, there are equal quantities, but at room temperature

all the hydrogen will be molecular. These results although very reasonable seem to differ from

the available experimental data.
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When hydrogen is in-diffused into Si at temperatures Ti between 900 and 1300 ◦C and

the samples allowed to cool, it aggregates into molecules leaving a temperature dependent

fraction as a rapidly diffusing monatomic species. Below about 200 ◦C, this fraction can becomes

trapped by boron forming B–H pairs. The complexes dissociate above this temperature. The

concentration of B–H pairs, and thus of trapped monatomic hydrogen, can be found from

IR-absorption studies. The concentration of H found in this way depends on the solubility of

hydrogen (and thus Ti) and is unaffected by the concentration of boron up to 1017 cm−3. SIMS

measurements indicate that there is far more hydrogen in the sample than bound to boron

consistent with the view that much is of molecular form.

Annealing below 200 ◦C, increases the concentration of B–H pairs. Around about 100 ◦C,

molecules will begin to diffuse and participate in the reaction H2 + 2B→ 2 B–H. According to

calculations [31], this reaction is exothermic with ∆H about −0.5 eV. Thus the concentration

of B–H pairs increases until all the molecules have been converted.

FTIR measurements on samples annealed below 200 ◦C showed the the maximum con-

centration of hydrogen bound to B was consistent with SIMS measurements and is given by

9.1 × 1021 exp(u1/kTi) cm−3, where u1 = −1.8 eV. The pre-exponential constant and energy

seem rather large here and both are larger than the the theoretical results. At 1100 ◦C, the con-

centration of H, ∼ 5× 1015 cm−3, is about the same as the theoretical value but the solubility

is much lower at lower temperatures. This may reflect the fact that not all molecular hydrogen

reacts with boron.

For quenched (unannealed) samples, the concentration of B–H pairs is much lower than this,

and most of the hydrogen is in a molecular form. This is supported by recent observations which

have detected ν3 modes due to H–H molecules (see Section 7.1) in thick samples. Assuming

that there is equilibrium between the monatomic and diatomic hydrogen species, then the

equilibrium concentration of molecules can be found from the difference in the absorption

intensities between quenched and annealed samples. Thus the molecular concentration is found

to be 5.2 × 1023 exp(u2/kTi) cm−3, u2 = −2.4 eV. The pre-exponential factor and energy are

very much larger than the theoretical estimates with the former being exceptionally large. This

clearly shows the difficulty in measuring the molecular density. Further work is necessary to

resolve these discrepancies.
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The hydrogen molecules can be broken up by irradiation and thermal treatments. Room

temperature electron irradiation [156] of the quenched samples generated H∗2. showing that

molecules are easily converted in presence of vacancies or interstitials consistent with modelling

studies [153]. Curiously, no VnHm defects were detected, and this is not understood.

In quenched thick samples where only 5% of the total hydrogen concentration was bound

to boron, FTIR measurements [157] revealed that the ν3 band (Section 7.1) due to molecules

was present. This is direct evidence that the ‘hidden’ hydrogen is molecular. Furthermore, the

intensity of the ν3 band decreased with anneals at 160 ◦C, because of conversion to B–H defects

via the reaction:

B + H2 → BH + H.

The activation barrier for this reaction was found to be greater than the barrier for diffusion of

H2 (0.78 eV, see Section 7.3). Extended anneals at 170 ◦C, did not succeed in removing all the

molecular hydrogen and led to a loss of BH defects. This indicates that hydrogen was forming

new defects as there was neither an increase in the ν3 band, nor hydrogen effusion from the

sample. This shows that more stable defects are being formed. FTIR measurements showed

that there is a growth in the intensity of a line at 2222 cm−1, already assigned to VH4 defects

(Section 5.1). It is unclear whether the vacancies are produced from the break up of grown in

defects, defects created by the quench, or created directly by hydrogen.

8.3 Plasma Treatments

Hydrogen concentrations obtained from low temperature plasmas (< 300 ◦C) are ∼ 1020 cm−3

within a depth of around 0.1 µm [143] of the surface. The hydrogen concentration at greater

depths is sensitive to doping type and penetrates B-doped silicon more easily than P-doped,

presumably due to a greater number of traps. Many planar defects are then created lying

on {111} and {100} planes [158]. These give vibrational bands around 1960 and 2100 cm−1

indicating that their inner surfaces are saturated with Si–H bonds. They are not associated

with dislocations, and therefore are generated by an opening of the lattice rather than a slip

process. They are stable to about 350 ◦C [159]. NMR studies show that, in deuterated material,

they contain molecular D2 [102]. Plasma treated material also gives a broad band luminescence

around 1 eV and DLTS studies show the presence of deep (−/0) electron traps within the
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band gap at Ec − 0.51 and Ec − 0.06 eV. These traps have densities around 1012 cm−3 and are

unrelated to the extended defects. It is likely that they are related to vacancy, or multivacancy,

hydrogen defects. Leitch et al. [106] have presented evidence that a plasma treatment at above

150 ◦C generates platelets to which molecules subsequently diffuse. Thus molecules are a stable

form of hydrogen within the lattice, but will diffuse to a void if their concentration exceeds the

solubility limit.

There have been a number of theoretical attempts to predict the structure of platelets. Van

de Walle et al. [15, 25], using DFT with 32 atom supercell calculations, considered pairs of H0
BC

in two adjacent Si–Si bonds arrayed in the same (111) plane. They found a small lowering in

energy when compared to isolated H0
BC and similarly found that two H atoms placed to break

a Si–Si bond was also more stable. However, both configurations were higher in energy than

molecular hydrogen in the lattice. Deák et al. [142] using MINDO/3 in 32 atom cyclic clusters,

considered five models for platelets:

1. Groups of hydrogen molecules at adjacent T sites.

2. Groups of H0
BC in adjacent bonds along the same (111) plane.

3. Pairs of hydrogen atoms breaking a Si–Si bond, so forming two Si–H bonds.

4. Pairs of hydrogen atoms saturating the dangling bonds formed by removing a double layer

of silicon atoms thus creating an array of [V2H2]n defects.

5. Groups of H∗2 defects (see Section 4) aligned in the same direction.

They considered that the third model, i.e. pairs of hydrogen atoms breaking a Si–Si bond

forcing apart two (111) planes, was the most likely to be the defect responsible for platelets

and calculated that an inter-planar separation of 5.92 Å between the silicon atoms forced apart

by the hydrogen was the most stable. Zhang et al. [160] also considered variations of the H∗2

structure used by Deák et al., using 24 atom supercells. They suggested that a double-layer

{111} platelet formed of alternating H∗2 units was 0.15 eV lower in energy than interstitial H2

molecules.

Roberson and Estreicher [61] suggested that an aggregation of mobile vacancy-hydrogen

complexes (see Section 5) could occur, leading to a platelet structure. However, it is unclear

why the planar structure of the platelet would be formed in such a model.

Transmission electron microscopic studies have been carried out on (111) platelets [141]
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introduced by proton implantation followed by an anneal at 200 ◦C. The TEM observations

showed that the best model was one in which hydrogen displaced apart the (111) planes joined

by 〈111〉 orientated Si–Si bonds by 3 Å. The analysis favoured the model of Deak et al. [142]

where hydrogen saturated the Si dangling bonds on the two displaced surfaces.

8.4 Wet etching

Another method of incorporating H at low temperatures has been used with great success in

a number of DLTS studies. Hydrogen is introduced via wet chemical etching (acid solution) at

around room temperature [161, 162, 163]. The amount of hydrogen introduced is very low and

is confined to the surface region. Much of the hydrogen is bound to P donors or B acceptors

present in the material but annealing under a reverse bias (RBA) has the effect of driving the

hydrogen deeper into the sample [164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169]. This method is particularly

useful for a study of hydrogen related defects which dissociate around room temperature.

9 Transition metal–hydrogen defects

Si wafers are easily contaminated by transition metal (TM) impurities. This happens, for ex-

ample, during heat treatments or when metallic contacts are added to devices. The main effect

of the TM impurity is to introduce carrier traps and recombination centres. As unintentional

contaminants Fe, Cu or Ni are usually found in concentrations of ∼ 1012 cm−3 but, even in these

minute amounts, they have measurable effects on minority carrier lifetimes.

It is now known that the electrical properties of a TM centre can be greatly modified by

interaction with hydrogen. Hydrogenation of substitutional TM centres can shift the position

of the deep levels due to the impurity [164, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174].

Remarkably, the TM impurity can, in some cases, be completely passivated [175, 176, 177]. This,

of course, has raised interest in the properties of TM–H defects although, disappointingly, the

dissociation temperature of the complexes appears to be quite low [178]: the levels of isolated

Au and Pt are reactivated under annealing around 200 ◦C [168] and 330 ◦C respectively [165].

Moreover, it is becoming apparent that levels reported many years ago are, or could be,

due to TM–H defects. For example, DLTS measurements [179, 180, 181, 182] on Pt doped n-Si

have revealed a deep electron trap, located near the surface, with a level at ∼ Ec−0.50 eV and
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which plays an important part in limiting the lifetime of minority carriers. The assignment of

this level has been very controversial and there are several suggestions of models for the defect

responsible: Pt–Pt pairs [183, 184], Pt–O pairs [181, 185, 186] and Pt-vacancy. However, very

recently, Sachse et al. [178] have argued that this mid-gap level arises from a defect involving

Pt and hydrogen. This has created additional interest in the effects of H on the electrical levels

of TM defects.

In this chapter, we review the experimental data on TM–H defects and describe recent

theoretical advances on these defects.

9.1 Substitutional transition-metal defects

As isolated impurities in Si, transition metals show remarkable properties. They can possess

very high diffusivities as exemplified by Cu, which has an activation energy for diffusion similar

to hydrogen. Its diffusivity between 400–900 ◦C is ∼ 1.2 × 10−4 cm2 s−1 while its solubility is

8×1017 cm−3 at 1100 ◦C [187]. TM impurities have large covalent radii and, like H, readily react

with dopants and other defects, as well as complexing with other TM centres [184, 188, 189,

190, 191, 192, 193]. They are readily attracted to aggregates of vacancies (micro-voids) and

precipitate at stacking faults and along dislocations [194]. Their attraction to voids, created by

irradiation, and located in the inactive regions of the device, can be used to control the effects of

the TM impurities. This ‘proximity gettering’ is being intensively investigated [195, 196, 197].

Very recently, Au ‘labelling’ has been used to map the concentration of vacancy clusters in

MeV-implanted Si [198].

Isolated TM impurities can sit interstitially, such as Fe [199, 200], or substitutionally like

Au [201, 202], Ag [192, 203], Pt [204, 205, 206] and Ni [207, 208]. There does not appear to

be a simple theory which explains why one element prefers to sit at an interstitial site while

another is a substitutional defect. Interstitial TM defects migrate rapidly and are able to find

dopants to form centres such as Fe–B pairs, before they occupy substitutional sites via a kick-out

mechanism as in the case of Pt [181, 195, 209, 210].

EPR studies have revealed that isolated substitutional Ni−s [207, 211, 212, 213], Pt−s [204,

206, 214, 215], Pd−s [204, 207, 212, 213], and Ag0
s [192, 203] centres have orthorhombic symmetry

(C2v) in their paramagnetic charge states with a S = 1
2

ground-state. The ‘vacancy’ model of
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Watkins [216] explains this distortion as arising from a close connection with the isoelectronic

V− centre. Take as an example the substitutional Pt− and Au0 centres. The impurity d-levels

are filled by ten electrons, lie deep in valence band and interact weakly with the t2-states of the

charged vacancy. The remaining electrons derived from the atomic configuration 5d106s1 go into

the vacancy related t2-manifold (triplet) which is then occupied by three electrons (as in V−). In

other words, a TM impurity ion is thought as a black-box which possesses electrical properties of

a centre arising solely from the vacancy-like Si sp3 hybrid orbitals. Calculations [217, 218, 219]

support this model as the impurity t2-levels were found to be energetically much lower than

those of the Si dangling-bonds with which they interact. The partial occupancy of the t2-level

provides the basis for a Jahn-Teller distortion. This is similar to the lattice vacancy [220, 221]

which undergoes a reconstruction through a pairing of the vacancy neighbours. The effect of

this distortion is a splitting of the t2-manifold into three close-by singlet levels.

Uniaxial stress measurements [222] on the EPR spectrum of Pt−s have shown that the t2

gap-levels split to form a b↑↓1 b↑2 a
0
1 configuration, which is, however, the reverse of that of V−,

i.e., a↑↓1 b↑1 b
0
2 [221]. Anderson et al. [205] have demonstrated that if non-linear JT-coupling terms

are considered, the vacancy model can account qualitatively for the sense of the JT distortion

undergone by the Pt−s centre. LDF calculations support the ordering of levels found in Ni−s [223].

The vacancy model (which supersedes the ionic model of Ludwig and Woodbury [224])

postulates the transfer of electrons from the d-shell of the impurity into valence states to achieve

strong dative bonding between the impurity ion and its four Si nearest-neighbours with Hund’s

rule being satisfied. This appears to be the case for Ni−s in diamond where S = 3
2

[225, 226],

but in Si where the lattice is softer, JT effects are much stronger.

Unexpectedly, the EPR spectrum of Au0
s has never been observed. However, Zeeman lu-

minescence studies on the Au+
s → Au0

s transition together with uniaxial stress measure-

ments [202, 227] demonstrate that the Au centre exhibits similar properties to all the other

TMs near the end of the 3d, 4d and 5d series. Moreover, this study shows that spin-orbit effects

are even more important for Aus than for Pts, with the g-tensor components of the former

being gxx = gyy ∼ 0 and gzz = 2.8. These are to be compared with gxx = 1.38, gyy = 1.42

and gzz = 2.07 for Pt−s [204]. The vanishing of gxx and gyy in the case of Au then accounts

for the absence of an EPR spectrum. These TM impurities show an ease of reorientation even
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at the lowest of temperatures (T < 4 K) [206, 215], suggesting a very small departure from Td

symmetry. This is supported by modelling which has shown that the off-site displacement of

the TM ion is 0.03 Å for Au0
s [30] and 0.05 Å for Pt−s [228].

A characteristic of a TM impurity in silicon is a number of deep-lying levels within the Si

bandgap which can trap carriers. In contrast with shallow level defects (like those of B, P, Ga,

or Al), which are characterised by effective mass like wavefunctions and small binding energies,

TM levels are deep: sometimes around mid-gap and with wavefunctions which are localised.

Deep levels are defined by the position of the Fermi level where the occupancy changes. For

example, the (−/0) acceptor level is the position in the gap above which the Fermi level must

lie, for the defect to change from being neutral to negatively charged at zero-temperature. The

same impurity may exhibit several deep levels. For example, Cu in Ge can act as a triple,

double and single acceptor as well as a donor [229, 230]. For this to happen it is necessary that

the Mott-Hubbard Coulomb energy, U , responsible for the separation between the (−/0) and

(0/+) levels of a given defect, is extremely small. It has been argued that this arises from a

change in hybridization with charge state which has the effect of distributing the additional

electrons amongst the ligands. Thus the additional charge resides in the host lattice rather than

on the impurity itself [231]. However, this argument does not take into account the change in

the structure of the defect consequent upon a charge state change. These latter considerations

are important in TM–H defects where for every H atom added, the electron occupancy of the

t2-manifold increases. The fact that the TM impurity can bind several electrons implies that

several H atoms can also be added and significantly, as we shall see in Section 9.5, the H atoms

do not bond with the TM impurity itself, except possibly in the defect with one H atom, but

lie outside the vacancy cage.

TM impurities are introduced into Si either by direct doping of the melt during crystal

growth or by evaporation of the metal at high temperatures onto the surface. Due to their high

diffusivity and tendency to precipitate [187], only approximately 1% of the total metal content

gives rise to electrically active centres.

Substitutional isolated gold, Aus, is an amphoteric centre giving rise to only two levels in the

bandgap: a single acceptor level 0.56 eV below the conduction band minimum (Ec − 0.56 eV),

and a single donor level 0.35 eV above the valence band top (Ev + 0.35 eV) [168]. Ags shows a
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similar level structure, with the (−/0) level at Ec−0.55 and the (0/+) level at Ev+0.37 eV [167].

Substitutional Pt, Pd and Ni show a similar behaviour although in addition to the single

acceptor and donor levels, Pts and Pds, possesses a double donor level close to the valence

band top [165, 232, 233, 234]. Nis has a (0/+) level at Ev + 0.15, a (−/0) level at Ec−0.39 and

a double acceptor level, (=/−), at Ec − 0.08 eV [164].

Information in the literature on the activation energies and capture cross-sections of TM

impurities determined by DLTS measurements suffers from discrepancies and inconsistencies.

Thus the tabulated capture cross-sections of a given defect sometimes differ by orders of mag-

nitude [235]. Capture cross-sections are sometimes thermally activated which imply that the

activation energy measured by DLTS is not simply the thermodynamic energy level. This can

cause difficulties in reconciling theory with experiment. In addition, the emission of carriers

from bistable defects may give information on the levels of a metastable defect configuration

and are not directly related to thermodynamic ones. The di-carbon centre in Si is an excellent

example of this [236]. Finally, a serious problem confronting theoretical modelling is that the

electrical character of the level is not always reported. Thus whether a transition is (0/+) or

(−/0) is in many cases unknown. The magnitude of the cross-section can give a guide to the

character: those of second acceptors and donors are usually an order of magnitude smaller than

the single acceptors or donors because of the Coulomb barrier encountered in the reactions:

D+ + h+ → D2+,

D− + e− → D2−.

However, there appear to some exceptions to this as in the cross-sections for the (=/−) and

(−/0) transitions in V2 [237]. Additional help in the assignment of the character of the transition

comes from the field dependence of the emission rate. Emission of electrons by single acceptor

levels in the upper half of the band gap is not expected to be sensitive to a electrical field

because the final state is neutral. This, however, is not the case when the transition arises

from a donor where a large Poole-Frenkel effect is to be expected. A smaller effect occurs for

double acceptors. Analogous arguments can be given for hole transitions to donors in the lower

half of the band gap. These aspects show that the analysis of a DLTS spectrum is rarely ever

straightforward.
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DLTS can also provide information on defect concentration as a function of depth. If two

different transitions have the same depth profile, it is tempting to argue that they arise from the

same defect. This is particularly important as it is rarely the case that theoretical modelling is

able to give sufficiently precise information to assign a defect based on a single DLTS transition.

If several transitions have been assigned then the possibility for error is reduced. However, if

one transition is masked by another defect, then the method may be misleading. An example of

this are the (−/0) levels of AuH2 and AuH1 (as well as the Ag analogues) which are particularly

close and whose profiles have caused confusion. Another example is an early DLTS study of Aus

by Lang et al. [238] in which the traps at Ec− 0.56 and Ev + 0.35 eV were incorrectly assigned

to different defects [201]. Unfortunately, DLTS does not provide any direct information about

the structure or chemical composition of the defect.

The application of uniaxial stress can lead to information on the symmetry of the defect

which is extremely useful in its identification. This technique has been applied [239] to the

A-centre, or V–O centre in Si, which is known to have C2v symmetry [240]. To our knowledge,

this technique has only been applied to investigate the symmetry of one TM-related centre in

silicon [241].

It is to be hoped that theory may also provide useful information on TM-related centres

and in the next section, we summarise the available theoretical tools for the study of their

properties and in particular their electrical levels.

9.2 Modelling deep-level TM centres

Pioneering studies of TM defects in Si were carried out by Cartling [218] and Hemstreet [216,

217, 242, 243] using a self-consistent Xα-cluster formalism. Although the clusters used were

very small and no structural relaxation was included, the method served to demonstrate that

the impurities introduce gap levels, and that their wavefunctions were mainly localised on Si

atoms. These studies then laid the foundation for the vacancy model. Next, more sophisticated

methods were introduced to determine the energy levels of TM substitutional defects. These

included the use of Green-function methods within the density-functional formalism [219, 244,

245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255].

All these different approaches have provided information on the properties of TM impurities
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in Si but with a relatively large error bar. The source of this error varies from one study to

another, either being due to the use of a very small clusters, lack of spin polarisation, poor

description of correlation effects or, the absence of structural optimisation. The inclusion of the

latter is of course essential in the understanding of JT distortions [221, 256, 257, 258].

Of particular interest here are the donor and acceptor levels associated with TM-related

defects. The position of these levels within the bandgap are usually calculated as the energy

difference between a defect state and the band-edge. Consider the process involving the capture

of an electron in the conduction band by the t2 manifold of a neutral impurity centre. The

corresponding change in the total energy (ET ) of the system leads to the (−/0) level given by

Ec −E(−/0) ≡ ET [tn2 ; (CB)1] − ET [tn+1
2 ; (CB)0] .

A practical disadvantage in using this expression to evaluate the (−/0) level lies in the fact

that the energy change due to the change in occupancy of two levels is very small compared

with the total energy. However, Slater’s transition-state method [259] allows a much more ac-

curate calculation of this energy difference. This assumes that ET is a continuous function of

the occupation numbers of n electrons in the t2-manifold and in the conduction band (CB)

respectively, and therefore each of the above expressions can be found from a Taylor expansion

about the transition state defined by the configuration [t
n+1/2
2 ; (CB)1/2]. The difference in total

energies of the two configurations is then related to the difference in the derivatives of ET

with occupancy of the t2-manifold and the CB. These derivatives, by Janak’s theorem [260] are

simply the Kohn-Sham energy levels. Thus,

E(−/0) ∼ Ec − Et2 ,

where Et2 is the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue corresponding to the t2-manifold, with the electronic

configuration of the transition state. The energy level of the CB is taken to be independent of

configuration.

Similarly, the donor level can be related to the difference in Et2 and Ev in the transition state

configuration corresponding to an occupancy t
n−1/2
2 . A problem is that none of the ab initio

methods are able to properly describe simultaneously the localised defect state and the extended

CB and in particular the energy gap. To circumvent this, the band gap calculated by the
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Table 10. Calculated donor and acceptor levels for substitutional TM impurities in silicon. (0/+) is
referred to Ev and, (−/0) and (=/−), to Ec. Values are in eV.

(0/+) (−/0) (=/−)
Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Refs.

Au 0.56 0.35 0.28 0.56 [252]
Ag 0.50 0.37 0.4 0.55 [252]
Ni 0.18 0.15 0.30 0.39 0.03 0.08 [254]
Co 0.30 0.40 0.19 0.40 0.14 · · · [254]

method is either scaled or a scissors operator [261] is used to bring it into alignment with

the experimental one. This method has been applied to calculate the levels of a number of

substitutional isolated TM centres in Si with considerable success (Table 10).

Very recently, a new approach to this problem has been introduced [30]. To circumvent the

difficulty of describing the band gap, the electron affinity of the defect Ad is calculated. This

is simply the difference in energies between a charged and neutral defect which again can be

calculated by a Taylor expansion about a relaxed transition state configuration t
n+1/2
2 . If the

equilibrium structures of the neutral, charged and transition states are denoted by R0, R−,

and Rt respectively, then

Ad = ET
(
tn2 ,R

0
)
−ET

(
tn+1
2 ,R−

)
w−Et2 −

∂2ET
(
t
n+1/2
2 ,Rt

)
∂n ∂Rt

·
(
R− −R0

)
.

Here Et2 is the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue associated with the t2-manifold in the transition state.

The second term can be ignored if the difference in the structures of the neutral and charged

states of the defect are small. The affinity is then related to the Kohn-Sham level of the defect

in a transition state. However, the calculation of this quantity is subject to the same difficulties

as described above. For example, the electron affinity of bulk Si is simply the band gap which

cannot be calculated with sufficient precision. However, we can compare the electron affinities

for two defects having localised states within the band gap. Their difference being total energy

differences, are simply their relative acceptor levels. In practice, the carbon interstitial defect,

Ci, which possesses (−/0) and (0/+) levels at Ec − 0.1 and Ev + 0.28 eV respectively [236] is

used as a standard. For second acceptor levels, the (=/−) level of PtH2 is used (see Section 9.3

below), which is taken to lie at Ec − 0.15 eV [262].
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The acceptor and donor levels of the defect, are then given by:

(−/0)d = (−/0)s +As − Ad and (0/+)d = (0/+)s + Is − Id,

where Id and Is are the calculated ionisation energies of the defect and the standard.

The error associated with this method depends on how well the asymptotic part of the

wavefunction of the ionised defect compares with that of the standard defect. The method

works best when the defect levels are close to those of the standard.

Calculations using spin-polarised density functional cluster theory have been carried out for

the standard defect Ci centre, Ci–P, the T -centre (Cs–CiH), H at a bond centred site (HBC),

H at an anti-bonded lattice site, HAB, VO, VP, V2, and Ci. The results are given in Table 11

where they are compared with experimental values.

Table 11. Calculated [30] and observed electrical levels of deep centres. (0/+) is referred to Ev and
(−/0) to Ec. Values are in eV.

(0/+) (−/0)
Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Refs.

VO 0.00 · · · 0.29 0.18 [240]
VP 0.43 · · · 0.44 0.43 [263]
V2 (C2h) 0.42 0.23 0.51 0.43 [237]
HCi–Cs 0.24 · · · 0.20 0.20 [264]
CiP 0.36 0.48 0.60 0.38 [265]
HBC 0.94 1.00 · · · · · · [38]
HAB · · · · · · 0.78 0.56∗ [49, 29]
V2O · · · · · · 0.47 · · ·
Pd 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.22 [233, 266]
Pt 0.10 0.33 0.35 0.23 [165, 201]
Ag 0.46 0.37 0.60 0.55 [167]
Au 0.21 0.35 0.66 0.56 [168, 201]

∗Muon spin-resonance experiments.

In general the calculated electrical levels of light impurities are within about 0.2 eV of the

experimental results where available. Whereas the donor and acceptor levels of Cs–CiH, CiP,

VP, VO and even V2 are within 0.2 eV of the experimental values, it is remarkable that the

(0/+) level of HBC is found so close to the observed level given that the theory is expected to

be worse when the level moves far away from that of Ci. Inverted levels are found for hydrogen.

The theory is now used in Section 9.3 to describe the electrical levels of TM–H defects.
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9.3 Theoretical Results

Au–H and Ag–H defects The electrical levels of various combinations of transition metal-

hydrogen defects containing several hydrogen atoms in Si have been calculated using spin-

polarised local density functional cluster theory as described above. There are two likely sites

for H next to the TM impurity. Either H lies (a) outside the vacancy or, (b) inside with

approximate trigonal symmetry (Fig. 10). The energy differences between these configurations

is not large for n = 1 but the outside configuration is favoured for n > 1. For example, in the

case of AuH1, the energy of H anti-bonded to a Si neighbour (AB site) is lower by 0.23 eV than

when H lies inside the vacancy at an AB site.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Structure of TM–H1 complexes (C1h) with H at anti-bonding (AB) sites, outside (a) and inside
the vacancy (b), according to theoretical calculations [228]. Cube axes lie along 〈100〉 directions.

The H stretch vibrational frequencies for the three configurations are given in Table 12 along

with experimental results [267]. Agreement is best for the configuration (a) but the sense of the

small shifts arising with different charge states are not reproduced. The H-reorientation barrier

among the equivalent 〈111〉 directions is 0.41 eV for (a) and 0.23 eV for (b). The observed

barrier is athermal and presumably must proceed by a tunnelling mechanism.

For AuH2 and AgH2 defects with C2v symmetry, configuration (a) is more stable than

(b) [30]. This also is the case for TM–Hn defects with n > 2 (Figs. 11 and 12). This structure is

the same as that suggested by magnetic resonance on PtH2 defects [268]. AuH2 defects have been

detected by IR-absorption studies [267, 269]. Calculations [30] have shown that the separation

in frequencies between the symmetric (A1) and antisymmetric (B1) modes for configuration (a)

is much closer to experiment than the separations in configuration (b).
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Fig. 11. Structure and corresponding electrical levels of gold and silver and their complexes with
hydrogen in Si according to theoretical calculations [30, 228]. Experimental and calculated levels are
represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The AuH3 assignment is tentative (Section 9.6).

Table 12. Calculated [30] and observed [267] hydrogen and deuterium stretch modes (cm−1) for two
configurations (see text) of C1h AuH1, in charge state q. The observed values are assumed to correspond
to the given charge states.

q = 0 q = −1 q = −2

(AuH1)q (a) (b) Obs. (a) (b) Obs. (a) (b) Obs.

AuH1 1947.4 2014.5 1787.7 1890.5 1980.0 1813.3 1893.2 2118.0 1827.1

AuD1 1401.1 1427.3 1292.9 1359.6 1402.8 1310.9 1361.4 1500.2 1319.4

The electrical levels are determined assuming that a low spin state results from the addition

of each H atom, which lowers and splits the t2 level into a filled a1 level lying below a half-filled

e-level. The lowering of the t2-manifold is off-set by the splitting so that the differences in
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Fig. 12. Structure and corresponding electrical levels of platinum and palladium and their complexes
with hydrogen in Si according to theoretical calculations [30, 228]. Experimental and calculated levels
are represented by solid and dashed lines, respectively.

the donor and acceptor levels from those of the TM impurity are quite small. Table 13 gives

these levels for configuration (a). The levels found for configuration (b) are very similar. For

example, the (0/+), (−/0) and (=/−) levels of AuH1 lie at Ev+0.37, Ec−0.76 and Ec−0.45 eV

respectively.

A second H atom, added in configuration (a), results in an additional electron occupying

the e-manifold which is pushed downward and splits with the upper level being occupied. Thus

once again there are only small shifts in the donor and acceptor levels on going from say AgH1

to AgH2. The e-manifold is filled for (AuH2)− and (AgH2)−, and a second acceptor level can

only arise from a new state entering the gap. The calculations give no hint of such states and

hence the di-hydrogen defects do not possess (=/−) levels.
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Table 13. Calculated [30, 228] and observed electrical levels of substitutional Au, Ag, Pd and Pt
isolated centres and their complexes with hydrogen. (0/+) is referred to Ev and, (−/0) and (=/−),
to Ec. Values are in eV.

(0/+) (−/0) (=/−)
Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Refs.

Au 0.21 0.35 0.66 0.56 [168, 201]
AuH1 0.36 0.21 (G2) 0.62 0.54 (G4) 0.29 0.19(G1) [166, 168, 172]
AuH2 0.28 0.47 (G3) 0.62 0.58 (G4′) 0 [166, 168, 172]
AuH3 0.00 · · · 0.26 0.28 [173]
AuH4 · · · · · · 1.40† · · ·

Ag 0.46 0.37 0.60 0.55 [167]
AgH1 0.36 0.28 (H2) 0.45 0.45 (E2) 0.45 0.09 (E3) [167]
AgH2 0.33 0.38 (H3) 0.50 0.5 (E6) 0 [167]
AgH3 0.00 · · · 0.13 · · ·
AgH4 0.00 · · · 0.97 · · ·

Pt 0.30 0.33 0.31 0.23 0.12 [165, 201]
PtH1 0.44 · · · 0.51 0.50 (E250) 0 · · · [165]
PtH2 0 · · · 0.42 0.76 (H210) 0.15‡ 0.18 (E90) [165, 166]
PtH3 0 · · · 1.35† 0.90 (H150) 0 · · · [165]
PtH4 0 · · · 1.14 · · · 0.54 · · ·

Pd 0.52 0.31 0.25 0.22 [233, 266]
PdH1 0.62 · · · 0.30 0.43 (E200) 0 · · · [266]
PdH2 0 · · · 0.36 0.61 (H280) 0 0.10 (E60) [266]
PdH3 0 0.07 (H45) 1.15† 0.93 (H140) 0 0.29 (E160)∗ [266]
PdH4 0 · · · 0.71 · · · 0.23 · · ·

† – the method has a larger error when the predicted level is further away from that of the standard.
‡ – this is the standard level, as discussed in the text.
∗ – this assignment is tentative.

Adding a third H fills the e-manifold which now falls below Ev. Thus AgH3 and AuH3 do

not possess any donor levels. However, it appears that an empty level, due to the 5s and 6s

levels of Ag and Au respectively, creeps into the band gap. The resulting (−/0) levels of AgH3

and AuH3 are placed at 0.13 and 0.26 eV below Ec.

Pt–H and Pd–H defects For PtH0
1, the vacancy-like e-doublet contains one electron and

is split by the reduced symmetry due to the presence of the proton. The splitting lowers the

acceptor level and this is exaggerated by a further lowering due to the Coulomb potential of

the proton. Thus the calculations find the (−/0) level of PtH1 lies deeper in the gap than that
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of Pt. A second acceptor level lies close to Ec. In PtH+
1 , the e-level is empty and the donor level

is slightly deeper than that of Pt.

The addition of a second H atom results in an additional electron occupying the e-manifold,

which is now half-full. There is only a slight upward shift in energy of the acceptor level in

going from PtH1 to PtH2. This might make it difficult to resolve these two levels. There is no

donor level as the (0/+) level lies in the valence band. We cannot calculate the (=/−) level as

we use this level as a standard.

For PtH0
3, the e-manifold contains three electrons and could trap a single electron. The

calculation finds the (−/0) level to be exceptionally deep at Ec − 1.35 eV. Clearly, in this case

the shift from the level of the standard defect makes this estimate prone to error. However,

there is evidence from DLTS studies (Section 9.6) that PtH3 or PtH4 possess a (−/0) level at

Ec − 0.9 eV. A second acceptor can only arise from a non-vacancy like state, possibly arising

from the 6s orbital entering the bandgap. A similar situation occurs for the single acceptor

level, (−/0) of PtH4. This lies deep in the gap close to Ev. PtH2 and PtH3 do not possess any

donor levels. Table 13 shows that PdHn and PtHn defects possess similar levels. None of the

defects investigated are passive.

We now turn to the experimental investigations of the structure and energy levels of the

defects.

9.4 Experimental Techniques

Several hydrogenation methods are currently used to investigate the interaction of H with

TM centres in Si. Historically, the first was introduced by Pearton and co-workers [176, 270],

following the pioneering work of Benton et al. [271] on the passivation of point defects created

by laser illumination. Hydrogen is introduced into bulk silicon by subjecting the samples to

a remote, low pressure, H-plasma in the range 200–300 ◦C. This technique is quite aggressive,

leading to voids and platelets (see Section 8.2) and other native defects [272]. The distribution

of H is rather inhomogeneous with concentrations of order 1020 cm−3 near the surface. As a

consequence, H can only be found, in appreciable concentration, in the vicinity of the surface

of the Schottky or p-n junction diode. Wet etching has also been used to great effect in DLTS

studies.
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The heating of the sample in H2-gas at high temperatures, usually between 1200 and 1300 ◦C

followed by rapid quenching to room temperature is another method of incorporating H (see

Section 8.2). This hydrogenation process has been tailored for EPR or IR absorption studies

which require an uniform density typically ∼ 1015 cm−2 [268, 273]. This method has been

successfully applied to the study of Pt–H and Au–H complexes [267, 268, 269, 274].

Three techniques have been used to study the interaction of H with transition-metal impuri-

ties in crystalline silicon. These are EPR and IR absorption experiments which give information

on the composition and structure of the defect, while DLTS gives information on the electrical

levels. However, it has been difficult to cross-correlate these studies. It seems essential to include

information from other studies such as minority-carrier transient spectroscopy (MCTS) [171]

and Laplace DLTS (LDLTS) [172, 173]. MCTS permits the measurement of the capture of elec-

trons by hole traps in the lower part of the bandgap, or the capture of holes by electron traps

near the conduction band edge. This combined with DLTS allows both acceptor and donor lev-

els of the defect to be found in the same sample. Similarly, LDLTS, is able to resolve close-by

electrical levels which distinguishes it from conventional DLTS. It has been successfully used to

discriminate the (−/0) levels of AuH1 and AuH2 which lie very close together and cannot be

resolved in conventional DLTS. In LDLTS, the observed transient is measured as a function of

time at a fixed temperature, and may be very useful for defects which diffuse rapidly or change

their structure with temperature.

A principal problem with DLTS is that the numbers of atoms, and the chemical composition

in a defect cannot be obtained directly. Recently, Feklisova and Yarykin [275] have suggested

that the dependence of the defect concentration on depth might be used to identify the chemical

composition of the defect. Assuming that multi-H defects are formed by diffusion of H from the

surface, which is varying during the etching process, and successive capture of H by the defect,

the authors argued that the concentration-depth dependence of a TM–Hn defect, containing n

H atoms, is

[TM–Hn] ∝ exp (−xLn) and Ln =
L

n
,

provided [TM–Hn]� [TM–Hn+1]. Here, x is the distance to the surface and Ln is a characteristic

penetration depth of the TM–Hn defect, which depends on the diffusivity, lifetime and drift
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velocity of H. If this equation is correct, then the slope of the concentration profiles gives n the

number of H atoms in the defect. However, an application of the method to VOH2 defects is

controversial [276].

9.5 Structural properties of TM–H defects

Despite the obvious technological and scientific importance of complexes involving TM im-

purities and hydrogen in Si, details on their structure are rather sparse. Early studies were

made of CuH2 complexes in germanium [277] and TM–H defects in bulk III-V crystals [278].

Clerjaud et al. [278] analysed the vibrational properties of TM–H complexes by means of LVM

absorption measurements demonstrating the utility of the method.

Recently a combined EPR and IR absorption study of PtH2 defects has led to a detailed

model of the defect [222, 267, 268, 269, 274]. LVM spectroscopy on samples subjected to a

uniaxial stress, together with EPR studies, demonstrated that PtH−2 is a spin 1
2

defect possessing

C2v symmetry with two equivalent H atoms. H related antisymmetric and symmetric modes at

1888.2 and 1901.6 cm−1 were correlated with the EPR activity. Additional H-vibrations were

detected and assigned to other non-paramagnetic charge states of the same PtH2 defect. These

are given in Table 14. The observations of only one H related mode in the mixed H/D isotopic

case also shows that both H atoms are equivalent. Furthermore, the analysis of the anisotropic

part of the hyperfine tensor, located the H atom at a distance of ∼ 4.2 Å from the Pt ion lying

on the C2 axis. This distance is consistent with a model for the PtH2 defect, in which the H

atoms lie at anti-bonding sites (AB), being back-bonded to two of the four Si neighbours of

Pt−, as shown in Fig. 12. This model was first suggested by theoretical studies on NiH−2 [223].

Subsequent theoretical investigations on PtH−2 [30] has supported this picture and found a

Pt–H distance equal to 4.45 Å. A similar calculation for AuH0
2, determined this length to be

4.62 Å [279].

Neutral AuH2 defects have also been detected and studied by IR absorption [267]. The

vibrational spectra (Table 15) show similar features to those of the isoelectronic PtH−2 defect,

suggesting an identical structure. Theory also finds close similarities between AuH2 and PtH2,

as well as AgH2 and PdH2 defects [30, 228].

Several LVMs have been identified as arising from different charge states of trigonal or
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Table 14. Calculated [30, 228] and observed [267, 274] hydrogen and deuterium stretch frequencies
(cm−1) for C2v PtH2 complexes in three charge states, q. The observed values are assumed to corre-
spond to the given charge states.

q = 0 q = −1 q = −2

Symm. Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs.

A1 2081.4 1891.9 1986.2 1901.9 1959.8 1898.0PtH2 B1 2077.5 1873.1 1986.1 1888.2 1943.5 1889.0

A2 2079.5 1880.3 1986.2 1894.6 1951.7 1893.9PtHD
B2 1495.2 1361.0 1429.2 1366.9 1400.9 1367.5

A1 1496.6 1365.2 1429.2 1370.7 1406.9 1363.3PtD2 B1 1493.8 1352.4 1429.1 1362.5 1395.1 · · ·

near-trigonal PtH1 and AuH1 defects [274]. Their frequencies are very similar [267, 269] to each

other (see Table 16), implying an identical structure. These are important observations since

they demonstrate that the defect possesses several gap levels. In the case of AuH1, only three

charge states have been detected. This is one less than found by the theory and DLTS studies

(Section 9.5). For PtH1, two vibrational modes have been found corresponding to two different

charge states.

Table 15. Calculated [30] and observed [267] hydrogen and deuterium stretch frequencies (cm−1) for
neutral C2v AuH2 complex. The observed values are assumed to correspond to the given charge states.

Symm. Calc. Obs.

A1 1947.1 1803.3AuH2 B1 1970.5 1785.6

A2 1972.6 1792.5AuHD
B2 1419.2 1298.6

A1 1420.6 1304.4AuD2 B1 1417.8 1292.1

Finally, we note that if H were bonded to Si, then satellite lines due to 29Si and 30Si would be

expected. The absence of these lines, together with the ease of the reorientation of the defect at

cryogenic temperatures suggests that H is bonded directly to the TM impurity [269], contrary

to the results of total energy calculations. This requires further investigation.
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Table 16. Comparison between the calculated [30, 228] and observed [267, 274] hydrogen and deu-
terium stretch frequencies (cm−1) of PtH1 and AuH1 in charge state q. The observed values are
assumed to correspond to the given charge states.

q = 0 q = −1 q = −2

Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs. Calc. Obs.

PtH1 2034.1 1880.7 2022.2 1897.2 · · · · · ·
PtD1 1464.3 1358.5 1453.2 1368.8 · · · · · ·

AuH1 1947.4 1787.7 1890.5 1813.3 1893.2 1827.1
AuD1 1401.1 1292.9 1359.6 1310.9 1361.4 1319.4

9.6 Electrical levels of TM–H defects

Pt–H and Pd–H defects A partial passivation of Pt by hydrogen was first observed by

Pearton and Haller [176] in n-Si. However, the concentration of the Pt(0/+) level detected in

p-Si was unaffected by hydrogenation carried out using a H-plasma at 300 ◦C. Surprisingly,

in view of later studies, no H-related levels were reported by these authors. Uftring and co-

workers [274], as described above were able to locate approximately the electrical levels of PtH2,

which is stable up to 600 K, by varying the Fermi level position through electron irradiation.

The (−/0) level was placed between the (−/0) and (0/+) levels of Pt, i.e. between Ec−0.23 eV

and Ec − 0.9 eV, and the (=/−) level between the (0/+) level of P at Ec − 0.045 eV and the

(−/0) level of Ci at Ec − 0.1 eV. More recent work has pushed this level downwards to lie

around Ec − 0.15 eV [262]. As discussed in Section 9.5, the FTIR absorption studies indicate

that PtH1 has two charge states.

Studies using a wet chemical etch to introduce H revealed a plethora of Pt–hydrogen levels.

The DLTS spectrum of n-type hydrogenated Si samples doped with Pt exhibits two distinct

peaks, E(90) and E(250), at Ec − 0.18 and Ec − 0.50 eV, respectively [165, 178]. The smaller

cross-section of the first is consistent with a (=/−) level. Depth profiling and thermal annealing

imply that E(90) and E(250) are levels of two different Pt-hydrogen defects which are stable

up to 600 K.

In a subsequent paper, Sachse et al. [165] reported two Pt–H related DLTS signals in p-type

Si. The concentration of these H(150) and H(210) levels was shown to be strongly dependent

upon the temperature and duration of the annealing procedure and that they arise from different
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defects. H(210) at Ev+0.4 eV is detected immediately after etching suggesting a defect with few

hydrogen atoms. Its concentration increases after an anneal at 400 K. Longer annealing times at

T = 490 K revealed another peak, H(150), at Ev + 0.30 eV. The observation of a Poole-Frenkel

effect suggests that H(150) is an acceptor (−/0) level in the lower half of the band gap. Both

H(150) and H(210) disappear after anneals above T > 650 K. MCTS measurements [178] on

p-type samples suggest that the concentration of E(250) is higher than that of H(210), implying

that there are more H atoms in H(210).

Analysis of the depth profiles using Yarykin’s procedure discussed in Section 9.4 gives Ln for

the E(90) and E(250) traps to be 0.80 and 1.55 µm respectively [280]. This suggests that E(90)

involves twice as many H atoms as E(250). Assuming that the complex responsible for E(250)

contains a single H atom, then E(90) should be assigned to a PtH2 complex. The depth profiles

also suggest that E(90) and H(210) arise from the same defect. It is now clear that E(90) is

the (=/−) level of PtH2. Consequently, H(210) is assigned the (−/0) level of PtH2. This is

consistent with EPR data showing that PtH2 has a deep (−/0) level between Ec− 0.23 eV and

Ec−0.9 eV. In this way Sachse et al. were able to assign DLTS lines to specific H defects. Their

results are given in Table 13 along with the theoretical results deduced by cluster calculations

described in Section 9.3.

The assignments were made as follows:

1. The calculations show that not only does PtH1 possess a (−/0) level at Ec − 0.51 eV in

good agreement with the 0.50 eV E(250) level, but also a deep donor level at Ev+0.44 eV.

There is no evidence for this level which might be obscured by the Pt (0/+) level at

Ev + 0.30 eV. Alternatively, the calculated level may be in error by ∼ 0.2 eV and the

actual level falls below Ev. LDLTS studies should clarify these possibilities.

2. The (=/−) level at Ec − 0.18 eV due to PtH2 is used as a standard by the theoretical

calculations. H(210) at Ec − 0.76 eV is now assigned to the (−/0) level. The calculated

level at Ec−0.47 eV is about 0.3 eV too shallow and this discrepancy originally suggested

to us that H(210) was the (0/+) level of PtH1 [281]. There should be an associated (=/−)

level but the lack of any firm experimental evidence for the (=/−) level of PtH1, appears

to rule this out [282]. Nevertheless, there should be a Poole-Frenkel effect associated with

H(210) which has not, as far as we are aware, been reported. There is no donor level
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associated with PtH2.

3. The theoretical results show clearly that PtH3 has a deep acceptor level in the lower half of

the band gap in agreement with the depth and character of H(150). Thus the assignment

of this defect agrees with the conclusions of the DLTS profiling studies [280].

The DLTS studies have also provided evidence for the passivation of Pt in n-type samples.

Near the sample surface, the total concentration of the three levels, E(90), Pt(−/0) and E(250),

is less than that of Pt(−/0) in ‘H-free’ (cleaved) samples. This suggests that a passive defect

has been formed, in the H-rich near-surface region, as a result of the interaction of atomic

hydrogen with the Pt ion. The theory however gives no support that a substitutional Pt-H

defect is passive.

DLTS studies on Pd–H defects show close similarities with a Pt–H ones enabling a similar

set of assignments [234]. The calculations also show a close connection between corresponding

defects and hence corresponding assignments can be made and are given in Table 13.

AuH and AgH defects Annealing and defect profiling studies have shown that the G1 (at

Ec−0.19 eV), G4 and G2 levels due to gold–hydrogen defects arise from the same complex [168].

The location of the levels (see Table 13) and their emission cross-sections suggest that they

correspond to (=/−), (−/0) and (0/+) respectively. G2 was characterised as a donor level

located at Ev + 0.21 eV and this has been supported by MCTS measurements [269]. The deep

penetration of these defects is taken to imply that they possess only one H atom.

Table 13 shows the observed G3 level of the AuH2 defect is within 0.2 eV of the calculated

donor level of AuH2. The profiling theory due to Yarykin et al. [167] also suggests that these

levels should be assigned to AuH2. They are considered to be (0/+) levels [167].

The calculations place the (−/0) level of AuH2 to be very close to that of AuH1. Evidence

for the (−/0) levels of AuH2 has been more difficult to obtain. However, recent Laplace DLTS

studies has been able to decompose G4 into three separate defects with close-by levels [172, 173].

These were the (−/0) level of Aus at Ec − 0.56 eV, the G4 (−/0) level due to AuH1 at Ec −

0.54 eV, and the G4′ level due to AuH2 at Ec − 0.58 eV. The assignment of G4′ to the (−/0)

level of AuH2 along with assignments for all the other levels of AuHn with n < 2 is entirely in

agreement with the theoretical calculations. Similar considerations apply to Ag–Hn defects.
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We turn now to the levels of AuH3 and AgH3. The calculated (−/0) levels of AgH3 and AuH3

are relatively shallow. It may be that, with errors of order 0.2 eV, these defects are passive.

This would explain the experimental observation that H can eliminate the electrical properties

of Au and Ag. However, in the case of Au, a recent LDLTS finding [173] is that after a long

room temperature anneal, a new level appeared at Ec− 0.13 eV. This is close to the calculated

(−/0) level of AuH3 although there is no evidence that the defect contains three H atoms. If

this assignment is correct then the passive defect is unlikely to involve a substitutional TM

atom.

Despite the obvious similarities between the structural and electrical properties of multi-

hydrogen–Au and Ag defects, the differences in thermal stability between these remain to be

explained. The Ag–H complexes more stable than the Au analogue ones, annealing out at

around 400–500 ◦C [167], vs. 250–300 ◦C for the Au–H complexes [168].

9.7 Electrical passivation

As described previously, it is now clear that the electrical activity of substitutional Pt and

Pd defects cannot be eliminated by the simple interaction with atomic hydrogen. However,

calculations [30, 228] have shown that molecular hydrides PtH2, PdH2 and even AuH1 and

AgH1 are all passive when inserted into lattice micro-voids induced by hydrogen. This suggests

that passivation is not a simple process involving the bonding of H atoms to the TM impurity.

Transition-metal ions have large atomic radius and are readily attracted to voids in the crystal

through strain effects. This characteristic has been used to improve gettering [196, 197, 283].

This model for the electrical passivation of Pt and Pd could explain the results of Pearton

and Haller [176]. It is known that the hydrogenation process used by these workers is quite

aggressive, resulting in the creation of aggregates of vacancies in the near-surface region of the

samples. However, it is not clear whether chemical etching, results in the formation of aggregates

of vacancies yet this is clearly a requirement of the model.

10 Concluding Remarks

It is clear that our understanding of complexes of hydrogen with deep level defects is in its

infancy. The particular defects introduced by hydrogenation depend upon the technique used.
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Low temperature proton implantation leads to isolated primitive defects and perhaps offers

the best way forward in understanding their evolution with temperature. Interpretation will,

however, be complicated by the generation of metastable defects like H∗2 . These defects are not

created by high temperature in-diffusion which succeeds largely in creating hydrogen molecules

along with impurity - hydrogen defects such as B–H, PtHn and AuHn. The most common tech-

nique used, plasma treatments, produce a much richer spectrum of defects including extended

ones, such as platelets.

From a theoretical viewpoint, the behaviour of isolated H is understood at least on a semi-

quantitative footing. The interaction of H with shallow dopants is largely resolved in Si —

although there are fundamental problems in other materials such as Ge and diamond — but

the interaction of hydrogen with neutral defects like carbon and oxygen is still an active area.

There are continuing uncertainties with the way H defects evolve in various heat treatments.

For example, in implanted material the formation mechanisms of H∗2, VHn and IH2 can only be

guessed.

The structure of the hydrogen molecule within Si is not completely understood. There are

uncertainties about, for example, their alignment within the lattice, or whether the infra-red

active species are complexes with other impurities or defects. There are unanswered questions

about the effects of e-irradiation on Si containing these molecules. The observation of only

one defect namely H∗2 and the absence of complexes with vacancies is both surprising and

unexpected and in contrast with results on e-irradiation of plasma treated material which leads

to a great number of VnHm defects.

Surprisingly, the elucidation of the properties of transition metal hydrogen defects has been

rapid: the electrical properties of substitutional Au and Pt when complexed with hydrogen are

now reasonably established. One of the main effects of H is to lower the position of the donor

levels which disappear into the valence band after one or two H atoms have been added. This

is a consequence of the Coulomb field arising from the protons. In some cases, new levels are

introduced, for example the (=/−) levels of AuH1 and PtH2. In others, there is only a minute

shift in the levels of the isolated impurity, e.g., the (−/0) levels of AuH1 and AuH2 . A key role

for H is in the addition of electrons to the t2-manifold and when this becomes filled, there is a

possibility of elimination of the electrical activity if higher levels arising from 5s and 6s orbitals
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do not enter the band gap. The theory, which also is in its infancy for these systems, suggests

that substitutional Pt and Pd defects cannot be passivated but this is less clear in the case of

Ag and Au.

It is clear that the interaction between hydrogen and defects with deep levels is an area of

growing importance because of the implications for semiconductor devices. However, there is a

need for more sophisticated experiments and theories than are currently available.
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